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Figure 7.45

Task 7.30 A line, its top view, and a right circular cylinder are given. Construct
the piercing point of the line and the cylinder.
Solution. The constructing procedures are similar to the in previous cases/tasks. It
is necessary to determine the intersecting generatrixes, and their intersections with
the given line. The top view of the line intersects the base circle at the feet of these
intersecting generatrixes.

Figure 7.46

Task 7.31 A line, its top view, and a right circular cone are given. Construct
the piercing point of the line and the cone.
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Solution. The piercing point of the line and the cone will be constructed so as to
determine the piercing point of the line and the intersection line of the auxiliary
plane (in which the line lies) and the given cone.
The intersection line of the auxiliary plane and the cone is the second-order curve.
The intersection of the line and that intersection line is the piercing point of the line
and the cone.
1◦ In our example, the top view A0 B 0 and the line AB determine the required
auxiliary plane perpendicular to Π1 .
2◦ Choose any ”free” generatrix of the cone V T and its top view T S. That generatrix and its top view define a new auxiliary plane defined by points V, T ,
and S.
3◦ The intersection line of these auxiliary planes intersects the ”free” generatrix
at point M .
4◦ The locus of the initial point T of the ”free” generatrix V T and the constructed
intersection point M determine the intersection curve of the auxiliary plane
(in which line AB lies) and the cone.
5◦ The intersection of the constructed intersection curve and the given line AB
is the required piercing point (one, two or none!).
In our task, these are piercing points P and Q (see Figure 7.47 or Solving Tasks
1|7.47 gsp).

Figure 7.47
Let’s describe another way of constructing the piercing point of a line and a cone.
Here, we will describe in more detail the construction steps shown in Figure 6.19 in
Task 6.9. d) on page 118.
1◦ Construct the first trace of a plane defined by the line p and vertex V .
2◦ The trace s1 of that plane passes through the first piercing point B of the line
p and the piercing point R1 of the line V T where T ∈ p.
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3◦ The trace s1 intersects the cone base at points M and N .
4◦ The intersecting generatrixes M V and N V of the cones and the plane lie in
the plane of line p.
5◦ The intersection of the line p and the intersecting generatrixes are the points
P and Q.

Figure 7.48

Task 7.32 A line, with its piercing points in the opposite lateral faces of the
axonometric cube, and a ball/sphere inscribed in the axonometric cube are given.
Construct the piercing point of the line and the ball/sphere.
Solution. In this case, we first need to construct a plane through the given line.
(How many such planes are there? Why?)

Figure 7.49
The piercing point of the line and the ball will be drawn in a few steps.
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1◦ In figure 7.49 point A is in the side view plane.
2◦ Draw an auxiliary plane through line AB perpendicular to the front view (or
top view) plane.
3◦ Construct the intersection of this auxiliary plane and the ball/sphere. (What
is the intersection of the plane and the ball?)
4◦ The intersection of the given line and the intersection line of the plane and the
sphere is the required piercing point.
In our task, these are the piercing points P and Q (see Figure 7.49).
Solutions to Tasks 6.8 c, 6.10 e, 7.17 and 7.32 allow us to visualize the Riemann1
sphere. Riemann’s sphere is a 3D model of a set of complex numbers C.
The piercing point of a line and a plane allows for a stereographic projection that
visualizes the connection between the Riemann sphere and the complex plane (also
called Gauss2 - Argand3 - Wessel4 plane).
Each point of the sphere (except the ”north” pole) is associated with one complex
number from the complex plane. And vice versa!

Task 7.33 Draw Riemann’s sphere. Where in the complex plane are the points
of one parallel? And where are the points of the meridian?
Solution. Let’s copy the sphere from one of the above tasks and adjust it to our
task.
Let’s construct a ray defined by the ”north” pole and any point Z2 of any parallel.
Let’s construct a piercing point z2 of that ray with a horizontal plane touching the
sphere in the ”south” pole. The point Z2 on the parallel and the piercing point z2
of the ray and the horizontal plane define the locus (or transformation!) that draws
the parallel image, i.e. the circle of the piercing points (see Figure 7.50).
Therefore, the corresponding points are on the circle with the center in the ”south”
pole.
In a similar way, construct a ray defined by the ”north” pole and any point Z1 of any
meridian. Let’s construct the piercing point z1 of that ray with a horizontal plane
touching the sphere in the ”south” pole. Point Z1 on the meridian and piercing
point z1 of the ray and the horizontal plane define the locus (or transformation!)
that draws the image of the meridian, i.e. the line of the piercing point (see Figure
7.50). Therefore, the corresponding points are on the line that passes through the
”south” pole.
1

Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann (1826 - 1866) was a German mathematician
Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777 - 1855) was a German mathematician
3
Jean Robert Argand (1768 - 1822) was a Swiss mathematician
4
Caspar Wessel (1745 - 1818) was a Norwegian mathematician

2
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Figure 7.50
Task 7.34 Visualize a stereographic projection, i.e. the mapping of a sphere onto
a plane.
Solution. It is obvious that the parallels are mapped to the concentric circles, and
the meridians to a set of concurrent lines (see Figure 7.51).

Figure 7.51
If we merge these two pictures into one, we will get a stereographic projection (see
Figure 7.52).

Figure 7.52
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Lay a complex plane in top view so that it passes through the center of the sphere.
The top view, front view, and side view planes divide the sphere into eight parts.
Let’s visualize the I. quadrant of the plane and the corresponding part (I. octant)
of the sphere. In this case, stereographic projection gives a somewhat different visualization of complex sets of numbers (see Figure 7.53).

Figure 7.53
Let’s illustrate parallel and central projection of a vertical plane onto the horizontal
plane. By constructing the piercing point of a line that defines parallel or central
projection, the construction will define a transformation that successfully maps a
photo (see Figure 7.54 or Solving Tasks 1|7.54 gsp).

Figure 7.54
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Let’s illustrate the central projection of a cylindrical surface onto the horizontal
plane. By mapping a point of the lateral surface to the horizontal plane, the construction will define a transformation that successfully maps cylinder generatrixes
(see Figure 7.55 or Solving Tasks 1|7.55 gsp).

Figure 7.55

Famous painters have also used this kind of point mapping of a cylinder surface onto
the horizontal plane. Their images can be fully observed after placing a cylindrical
mirror on the painting. Figure 7.56 shows two such works. One was painted by the
Hungarian painter Istvan Orosz (1951 - ) and the other by an unknown author.

Figure 7.56

One of the greatest surrealists (and painters) Salvatore Dali (1904 - 1989) drew a
self - portrait using central mapping of the cylinder planes(see Figure 7.57).
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Figure 7.57
Let’s illustrate the central projection of a conical surface onto the horizontal plane.
By constructing the piercing point of a line that defines central projection, the
construction will define a transformation that successfully maps the generatrixes of
a cone (see Figure 7.58).

Figure 7.58
Cartography deals with problems of visualizing and mapping the points of spheres,
the lateral surface of a cylinder and the lateral surface of a cone onto a plane or a
curved surface.
We propose to the reader to solve the next task as a project.
Task 7.35 The sphere is given in the top view plane. Construct the projection
of the sphere points on the lateral surface of the sphere circumscribed by:
a) a cylinder,
b) a cone.
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Intersections
g) The intersection of two planes
An intersection of two planes is a line that we call the intersection line. Two planes
either intersect or are parallel. If the planes overlap, then we consider them to be a
single plane.
Task 7.36 Two planes are given. Construct their intersection line. Explain the
steps of construction!
Solution. The intersection line of two planes is a line. So, at least two points of this
intersection line should be determined.
The plane is defined by its traces, which are the intersection lines with the planes of
projection. The identically named traces of a plane either intersect or are parallel.
(Why?)
Thus, the intersections of two pairs of identically named traces define the required
two points of intersection or the parallelism of the intersection line with a pair of
parallel traces.

Figure 7.59
Figure 7.59 shows the intersection line of two planes through the first and third
traces. (Where are the intersections of other traces? Why?)

h) The intersection of a plane and a solid shape
An intersection of a plane and an angular solid shapes is constructed as the intersection of a plane and parts of the planes that bound the solid shape.
The intersection of the ”rounded” solid shapes (cylinder and cone) and a plane is
constructed as a set of intersections of the solid shape generatrixes (lines) and the
given plane.
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An intersection of a plane and a sphere/ball will also be constructed as a set of
intersections of the sphere generatrixes (”meridians” or main circles) and the given
plane.
Task 7.37 Draw the intersection of an oblique plane and a cube.
Solution. Let’s construct intersections of the identically named plane traces and
the traces of the cube lateral faces (cube lateral faces and bases). Intersection points
define the intersection lines of the given plane and cube (see Figure 7.60).

Figure 7.60

Task 7.38 Draw the intersection of a plane and a prism.
Solution. Determine the intersection lines of a plane and the prism lateral faces as
in the previous task. Figure 7.61 illustrates the visibility of the plane parts and the
lateral faces of the quadrilateral prism located in the first octant.

Figure 7.61
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Task 7.39 Draw the plane intersection given by three non - collinear points and
a polyhedron.
Solution. We will construct the intersection of a general plane and an irregular
polyhedron. The plane is given by three points A, B, and C. Let’s construct the plane
traces given by points A, B, and C (see task 7.26 a). The procedure/construction is
the same as in task 7.37 (see Figure 7.62).

Figure 7.62
After constructing the intersection lines of a plane and a solid shape, we visualize,
as in task 7.38, where the plane enters and exits the solid shape, as well as the solid
shape parts closer to the viewer (see Figure 7.63).

Figure 7.63

Task 7.40 Draw the intersection of a plane and a cylinder.
Solution. The intersection curve of a plane and a right circular cylinder is constructed as a set of piercing points of the cylinder generatrix and the plane.
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In Figure 7.64, a right circular cylinder is inscribed in the axonometric cube. A plane
is given by its traces.
Select any generatrix and construct its piercing point with the given plane. The locus
of foot of that generatrix and the constructed piercing point define the intersection
curve.

Figure 7.64

Figure 7.65 shows three planes and their intersections with a right circular cylinder
inscribed in the axonometric cube. The intersection curves are constructed as in the
previous case (by using a locus!).

Figure 7.65

Task 7.41 Draw the intersection of a plane and a cone.
Solution. An intersection of a plane and a cone is drawn as described in the previous
task.
Compare Figures 7.65, 7.66 and 7.67.
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Figure 7.66
Figure 7.67

Compare Figures 7.64 and 7.68.

Figure 7.68

By comparing these figures you will notice that the procedures are the same. The
only difference between a cylinder and a cone is in defining their generatrixes.

Task 7.42 Draw the intersection of a plane and a sphere/ball.

Solution. The intersection of a plane and a sphere/ball will be constructed as a set
of intersections (piercing points) of the ball meridians with a plane.
In Figure 7.69 three planes are given. (Is there any theoretical and structural need to
consider these three plane positions? Or is just one plane and its position sufficient?)
Intersections of a plane and a sphere are always circles, and in axonometric representation, these are ellipses.
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Figure 7.69
The intersection of two surfaces
Constructing an intersection of two surfaces is based on constructing a piercing
point of a line (edge or generatrix) of a solid shape and a plane or a curved surface
of another solid shape. A set of such piercing points defines a common curve on the
surfaces that intersect each other.
The following tasks will prove to the reader that using computer software has many
advantages, and that its use will assist the reader to acquire knowledge of the underlying constructs without which there is no successful visualization.
Task solutions and images are in in the file Solving Tasks 2.gsp.
i) The intersection of two polyhedrons
Task 7.43 Construct the polygonal lines of intersection of a triangular pyramid
and a hexagonal prism.
Solution. Let the triangular pyramid have a base in Π1 , and a hexagonal right
prism in Π3 . The pyramid lateral edges intersect the prism lateral faces.

Figure 7.70
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Therefore, the piercing points of the lines and the planes should be constructed.
These piercing points define the intersecting polygon, and the place of entry and
exit of the solid shape (see Figure 7.70).
j) The intersection of a polyhedron and a rounded solid shape
Task 7.44 Construct the intersection of a hexagonal prism and a cylinder.
Solution. The procedure of constructing a solid shape intersection, in this case, is
similar to the procedure described in task 7.43, and the method used in task 7.30.
Advantages of using technology, especially Sketchpad 5.03 software and its command
Locus, is evident in the following solution to the given task.
The algorithm that constructs the intersection curve has several steps:
1◦ The vertices of the base are selected.
2◦ Using the Construct| Interior of Hexagon and Construct| Point on
edge, the ”free” point of the hexagon is constructed.
(The ”free” point represents all the points of a set to which it belongs.)
3◦ Through the ”free” point i.e. the base point, a line parallel to the lateral edges
of the prism is constructed.
4◦ The piercing points of this line and the surface of the cylinder are constructed
(see task 7.30).
5◦ The ”free” point and one piercing point determine the use of the command
Construct | Locus which draws an intersection (input) curve.
6◦ Using the Construct | Locus command, the ”free” point and the second
piercing point order the computer to draw the intersection (output) curves.
Now, it is easy to visualize which part of the solid shape is outside and which is
inside the solid shape (see Figure 7.71).

Figure 7.71
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Task 7.45 Construct the intersection of a cylinder and a quadrilateral pyramid.
Solution. This case differs only in the construction of the pyramid lines that connect
the ”free” point of the pyramid base with the pyramid vertex. The rest of the
construction steps are the same!

Figure 7.72
k) The intersection of two rounded solid shapes
For rounded solid shapes, instead of lateral edges, we have the generatrixes (lines or
circles).
Task 7.46 Construct the intersection of two right circular cylinders.
Solution. For simplicity, we will assume that the base of one cylinder is in Π1 , and
the second in Π2 or Π3 .
1◦ The ”free” generatrix is defined by a ”free” point on the base circle.
2◦ Constructing the piercing point of the ”free” generatrix and the cylinder follows
the procedure described in task 7.30.
3◦ The ”free” point and the constructed piercing point (using the Construct |
Locus command) determine the intersection curve (see Figure 7.73).

Figure 7.73
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Task 7.47 Construct the intersection of a cylinder and a cone.
Solution. In this case, construction is almost the same as in task 7.46 (or in task
7.45). It is necessary to define the ”free” generatrix of a solid shape and construct
its piercing point with the other solid shape. The ”free” point and the piercing point
allow the software used to draw the intersection curve (see Figure 7.74).

Figure 7.74
Task 7.48 Construct the intersection of two cones.
We leave this construction to the reader for practice. The reader will apply the
procedure(s) from the previous tasks.
Task 7.49 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cylinder.
Solution. In solving this task, i.e. in drawing the cylinder and sphere intersection
curve, we will use the construction procedures described in task 7.32, and the construction procedures of the ”free” generatrix described in task 7.46.
And here, the procedure described above provides the visualization of the intersection (see Figure 7.75).

Figure 7.75
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Task 7.50 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cone.
Solution. In the case of a sphere and a cone, there is nothing new in the construction
solution mentioned in the previous task. By consistent application, the intersection
curve is obtained.

Figure 7.76
Figure 7.76 shows the intersection of a cone and a sphere, as well as the parts outside
of the sphere.
l) The intersection of two complex solid shapes
Complex solid shapes could be constructed using various combinations of a polyhedron and rounded solid shapes. In such complex situations, intersection is reduced
to the construction of the ”free” generatrix of one solid shape and its piercing point
with the second solid shape. Sketchpad’s command Locus draws the intersection
curve.
Task 7.51 Construct the intersection of two complex solid shapes generated by
the Gielis formula.
Solution. For illustrative purposes, let’s show two right solid shapes with bases in
Π1 and Π2 .
1◦ Solid shapes in Figure 7.77 are drawn using the Gielis formula (see task 6.11).
In this task, the ”black” solid shape is defined by the parameters
k = 2.9, a = 1, b = 1, m = 4, n1 = 100, n2 = 38, n3 = 38,
and the ”blue” by
k = 2, a = 1, b = 1, m = 5, n1 = 1000, n2 = 1000, n3 = 1000.
2◦ The ”free” generatrix of one solid shape intersects the second solid shape.
3◦ The locus of the ”free” point (by which a ”free” generatrix is defined) and
the piercing point of the generatrix and the second solid shape determine the
intersection curve.
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Figure 7.77
The document that generates these solid shapes and their intersection curves can
be used in many other cases. By changing the parameters in the Gielis formula,
the axonometric images of these solid shapes and their intersection curves are also
dynamically changed on the computer screen.

Task 7.52 Can a cube be drawn using the sine function?
Solution. The axonometric cube will be used as a template for solving the following
task. We know that the top view, the front view, and the side view of a cube are
the congruent squares. Three such squares should be drawn in the axonometric cube
(see Figure 7.78).

Figure 7.78
The graph of the fundamental elementary sine function in the rectangular Cartesian
system and in the polar coordinate system is shown in Figure 7.79.
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Figure 7.79

By using the parameters a, b, c, d ∈ R, the sine function can be defined as
f (x) = a sin(bx + c) + d.

Figure 7.80

In figure 7.80, the graphs of the same function (for which a = 2.98, b = 2.88,
c = 2.33, d = 1.90) are drawn as the compositions of the fundamental elementary
functions.
Here, we will return to the Gielis formula (see task 6.11) by which the plane figure
could be defined.
Research shows that the square can be drawn using the Gielis formula

f (x) = k ·

cos( m·x
4 )
a

n2

sin( m·x
4 )
+
b

n3 !− n1

1

, k, m, n1, n2 , n3 ∈ R, a, b ∈ R \ {0}

for a = b = 1, m = 4, n1 = n2 = n3 = 1000 (see Figure 7.81).
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Figure 7.81

Three such congruent squares, according to Monge’s projection, determine the cube.
In moving from Monge’s to oblique projection or axonometric projection, we will
use construction that maps a point in the top view (front view or side view) to an
oblique projection point or an axonometric projection point (see Figure 7.82).

Figure 7.82

The locus of a ”free” point in top view and its oblique projection or axonometric
projection define the mapping that ”draws” the oblique top view projection or the
axonometric top view projection (see Figure 7.83). (The same can be drawn using
front view, as the image on the right shows.)
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Figure 7.83
Beside the locus, Sketchpad has a powerful tool/command that defines the transformation by which the oblique or the axonometric top view is drawn.
After using the locus (or the transformation) to draw the axonometric top view,
front view, or side view of the Gielis square, we will use the tools of descriptive
geometry to draw a cube (see Figure 7.84). In Figure 7.84, the cube is drawn as
an intersection of three quadratic congruent right prisms whose bases are in the
projection planes.

Figure 7.84

Surfaces
Drawing/visualizing a surface is a very demanding geometric problem. In classical
(static!) descriptive geometry this problem is not considered, perhaps only regarding
some special planes.
In section 7.4 we have indicated and illustrated that the use of today’s technology,
mainly Sketchpad 5.03 software, has significantly helped in visualizing surfaces; not
just the usual, classical ones, but also those that have so far been ”reserved” for
teaching at higher levels of mathematical studies. We have also shown a number of
examples that illustrated this approach to learning and teaching.
Here, we will explain the idea of ”connecting” Sketchpad’s calculator, the coordinate
(numerical) axes and the axonometric cubes.
All the steps for creating work templates can be found in the documents Templates.gsp,
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etc. that ”accompany” this content. Prepared templates can easily be used for further practice.
Figure 7.85 shows the visualization of a ”wavy” surface and its distribution on a red
- white sample. The full value of the visualization
of this

 surface can be seen in the
file Solving Tasks 2|7.85.gsp where the Animate button dynamically changes
the surface. By changing the parameters, different plane positions in space, as well
as different shapes, will be obtained.

Figure 7.85

m) Templates for drawing the surface
We will connect a 2D rectangular coordinate system with the axonometric cube.
Consequently, this will lead to the introduction of 3D coordinates in the axonometric
representation of objects using point coordinates on coordinate axes (see Figure
7.86).
We will do this as follows:
1◦ The 2D coordinate system is ”stuck” to one vertex on the bottom base of the
axonometric cube.
2◦ Coordinate axes
edges.

+ x,+ y

and

+z

are drawn using the vertex O and the cube

3◦ Curtailments of the coordinate axes + x and + y are selected.
4◦ At the coordinate axis + x any point is drawn and marked with x. At a coordinate axis + y, any point is drawn and marked with y.
5◦ In a coordinate system O+ x+ y+ z, point with coordinates (x, y, 0) is drawn.
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Figure 7.86
The fundamental appearance of the template, after hiding the auxiliary constructions, and before introducing the parameters as well as the functional applicate
values, is presented in Figure 7.87.

Figure 7.87

Task 7.53 On the template in Figure 7.87 draw a point with coordinates (x, y, z).
Solution. At the coordinate axis + z, a point with the coordinate z is drawn. Points
with the coordinates (0, 0, 0), (x, 0, 0), (x, y, 0) and (0, y, 0) are the vertices of the
bottom base of a right rectangular prism. Let’s draw the points of the upper base
with coordinates (0, 0, z), (x, 0, z), (x, y, z) and (0, y, z). The point (x, y, z) that is
diametrically opposite to the origin O is the task solution.
We will combine the 2D rectangular coordinate system with the axonometric cube
in another way. Using the coordinates of point R1 , located in the 2D plane of the
coordinate system, 3D coordinates in the axonometric representation of objects are
introduced.
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We will do this as follows:
1◦ The point R1 in the plane of the coordinate system xOy is drawn.
2◦ Its coordinates xR1 and yR1 are measured.
3◦ On the x - axes of the abscissa points with the coordinates (xR1 , 0) and (yR1 , 0)
are drawn.
4◦ The 2D coordinate system is stuck to one vertex on the bottom base of the
axonometric cube.
5◦ Axes + x,+ y and + z are drawn using the vertex O and the cube edges.
6◦ Curtailments for coordinate axes + x and + y are selected.
7◦ By constructed curtailments of axes + x, the point x, which is the axonometric
image of the point (xR1 , 0), is drawn.
8◦ Similarly, at the axes + y point y is obtained.
9◦ In a coordinate system O+ x+ y+ z, a point with coordinates (x, y, 0) is drawn.
10◦ Using the sketchpad calculator and the numerical values of the coordinates
xR1 and yR1 of the point R1 , the numerical value z = f (x, y) is calculated.
11◦ The point with coordinates (x, y, f (x, y)) is drawn.
12◦ Points R1 and (x, y, f (x, y)) in Transformation|Define user transformation
. . .|R1 → (x, y, f (x, y)) - define the transformation that axonometrically maps
every 2D point of the coordinate plane xOy onto the 3D coordinate space
+ x+ y+ z.

Figure 7.88
The fundamental appearance of the template in this case, after hiding the auxiliary
constructions, and before introducing the parameters as well as the applicate functional value, is presented in Figure 7.89 or in the file Solving Tasks 2|7.89.gsp.
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Figure 7.89
Using a defined transformation, grid templates will be used in displaying surfaces.
Using the transformation grid, we will easily notice how defined transformation
”forms” the representation of a surface.
Figure 7.90 shows three grid templates designed for surface visualization.

Figure 7.90

n) Examples of template usage
Let’s show a few examples of how to use constructed templates in 3D surface visualization.
cq
In Figure 7.91, the surface defined by f (x, y) =
ax + bx4 + y 2 is drawn by using
d
the locus and the parameters a = 0.65, b = 1.00, c = 0.50, d = 2.00.
One of the grid generatrixes is drawn/constructed by the locus of points x and
(x, y, f (x, y)), and the other by the locus of points y and (x, y, f (x, y)).
Passing the first generatrix and the point y through the Construct|Family of
Curves command, the computer draws a part of the grid. The second generatrix
and the point x are used to draw the second part of the grid in order to visualize
the surface (see Figure 7.91).
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Figure 7.91
Double - clicking on dc ax + bx4 + y 2 = 1, 35 opens the window with a sketchpad
calculator. If you enter changes to the surface entry, after closing the window, a
changed surface appears on the computer screen. Changing the values of parameters
a, b, c, and d enables us to notice their influence on the visualization of the surface.
The surface can be visualized in another way using the template generated by point
R1 . This is done by pasting one of the grids in Figure 7.90, or a photo, into a template
shown in Figure 7.92.
p

Figure 7.92
In this way Figure 7.93 is obtained.
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Figure 7.93
After pasting the square grid (on which the axes are highlighted in red and blue)
using Transform|Transformation1 command, previously defined in the template,
the surface is obtained. By dynamically changing the parameters and/or the position
of the square grid, the whole or part of the surface can be constructed (see Figure
7.94).

Figure 7.94
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In the template in Figure 7.95, paste the photo of the dog Aska and apply the defined
transformations.

Figure 7.95
The photo of Aska and its transformations are shown in Figure 7.96.

Figure 7.96
Changing the surface notation in the template in Figure 7.96, constructs a new
surface or transformation of the photo of Aska.

Figure 7.97
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In the template in Figure 7.92, paste the image of Aska and define a new transformation in order to get the relief surface of the Möbius transformation
az + b
f : C → C, f (z) =
, a, b, c, d ∈ C.
cz + d
For real values of coefficients a = 30, b = 29, c = −46, d = 52, the relief surface of
Aska photo is obtained. Changing the parameter values makes the relief surface look
different (see Figure 7.98).

Figure 7.98
In Figure 7.99, the rotational solid shape generatrix is drawn by using the graph of
the function q(x) = 29 x3 + 2. The generatrix is drawn as an axonometric image of
the graph of the function, and the grid is drawn using the locus.
Point T of the graph defines the parallel (circle). A family of parallels is obtained
by the point T and the ”initial” parallel.
A family of meridians is obtained by the point XY and the graph of the function as
the ”initial” meridian.
Parallels and meridians define the shape of the rotational solid shape.

Figure 7.99
Double - clicking on the function q(x) opens the window of the sketchpad calculator,
in which we can enter the parameters and/ or the different function notations (see
Figure 7.100 or in the file Solving Tasks 2|7.100.gsp).
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Figure 7.100

Task 7.54 Draw surfaces:
a) f (x, y) = ln(x2 + y 2 ),
b) f (x, y) = ex · cos y,
c) f (x, y) = sin(x + y),
d) f (x, y) = ex

2 +y2

,

2

e) f (x, y) = − x2xy+y2 ,
f ) f (x, y) =

1
x2 +y2 ,

g) f (x, y) = 1 − |y|,
h) f (x, y) = 1 − |x| − |y|,
i) f (x, y) =

x+y
,
x2 −y2

j) f (x, y) = sin
k) f (x, y) =

1
xy



,

x+y
2+cos x ,

l) f (x, y) = cos
m) f (x, y) =



1
2



x3 −y3
x2 +y2



,

(||x| − |y|| − |x| − |y|),

n) f (x, y) = y 2 − x2 ,
o) f (x, y) = tg−1

y
x .

Task 7.55 Draw several Gielis’s and Lamé’s surfaces
Task 7.56 In the previous tasks, ”embed” the parameters a, b, c, d, . . . and find
out how they affect that surface.
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Shadows
Let’s take a look at the beautiful photograph the Deer by Davor Rostuhar from
Zagreb. In an artistic manner, this photo fully illustrates the content that will be
discussed in this section of the book.

Figure 7.101
The problems of drawing solid shape shadows are illustrated in tasks 5.50, 5.51
(pp. 105-106) , 6.12, and 6.13 (p.121). On pages 135 and 136, section 7.3, shadow
drawings cast by parallel and central lighting are illustrated. Dynamic views of these
tasks can be seen in the Shadow.gsp and shaCubeCent.gsp files.
Here, we will, in accordance with the title of section 7.5, explain several task solutions. A document created in the process of solving a task can flexibly, with minor
changes, be used to solve similar problems.
p) Solid shape shadow and parallel lightning
Basically, there is no difference in shadows cast in parallel and central lighting. The
only difference is in the light source. For parallel lighting, the source is immensely
distant, so the rays are mutually parallel, and in central lighting all the rays come
from the dotted source. The piercing points and other elements, in both cases, are
constructed in the same way.
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Task 7.57 Parallel lighting and a cube are given. Draw the shadow that the cube
casts on the top view plane Π1 .
Solution. In the template the light ray and its top view are given.
Draw the vertex shadows to construct the piercing points of the light rays with the
top view plane. Determine the contour of the shadow by analyzing the constructed
piercing points i.e. the cast shadows of vertices.
The piercing points of some rays are within the constructed contour of the shadow,
and some of the vertices are self - shadows. Part of the solid shape is in self - shadow
(see Figure 7.102).

Figure 7.102
Task 7.58 A right quadrilateral pyramid and parallel lighting are given. Construct the shadow cast by the pyramid on the top view and front view plane.
Solution. Lets draw the pyramid vertex shadow on the Π1 and Π2 plane as the
piercing points (first and second piercing point) of the line with those planes.
In the presented case, in Figure 7.103 the base vertices are self-shadows, while the
pyramid vertex shadow is on Π2 . The cast shadow is refracted on the x axis.

Figure 7.103
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Shadow outline is determined by analyzing the constructed shadow of the edges of
the pyramid on Π1 and Π2 . Part of the shadow is on Π1 and Π2 . Some parts of the
shadow are within the pyramid contours, and some lateral faces are in self-shadow.
Task 7.59 A right cone with a base in Π1 and parallel lighting are given. Construct the shadow that the cone casts on the top view plane Π1 and front view plane
Π2 .
Solution. The cone shadow construction in this task is similar to the construction
in task 7.58. Instead of drawing shadows of the pyramid’s lateral edges, the shadows
of two boundary generatrixes should be constructed, i.e. the generatrixes that divide
the illuminated part of the cone from the part in self-shadow.
The starting points of these generatrixes are constructed on the base, as points of
tangency from the top view cone vertex on the ellipse base.
The true size of the circle and the top view of the light ray are needed to construct a
perpendicular. The intersection points of the ray and the circle base are the required
points of the boundary generatrix.
The axonometric projections of these intersections, the projections of the corresponding generatrixes and their shadows, are then constructed.
The construction and the steps described above are visible in the document prepared
for this task.
The solution is shown in Figure 7.104.

Figure 7.104
In order to solve the problem of constructing a cylinder shadow, it is necessary
to consider, beforehand, the construction of a circle shadow distanced from the
projection plane. We will solve this in the next task.
Task 7.60 Figures in a plane, parallel to the top view plane, and parallel lighting
are given. Construct the cast shadow on Π1 of the following:
a) a circle,
b) an annulus.
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Solution. In both cases, the shadow is constructed in the same way: by using a
locus or a defined transformation.
A circle (or circular crown) parallel to Π1 is drawn. The shadow of any point of the
circle is constructed by using the ray and its top view. This point and its cast shadow
define the locus/transformation that draws the complete shadow of the circle (see
Figure 7.105).

Figure 7.105

Task 7.61 Let a circle be parallel to the plane Π1 . In parallel lighting construct
the cast shadow of the circle on the plane Π2 . Now, we can solve the problem of the
cylinder.
Let’s solve the problem of drawing /constructing a cylinder shadow.
Task 7.62 A right circular cylinder with a base in Π1 and parallel lighting are
given. Construct the cast shadow of a cylinder.
Solution. Cylinder shadow construction with base in Π1 is similar to construction
in task 7.59.
Boundary generatrixes and their shadows should be constructed. The starting points
of these generatrixes are constructed at the base as points of tangency at the base
ellipse (that are in the base plane) and are parallel to the light ray top view. Figure
7.106 shows the cylinder shadow cast on the top view plane.

Figure 7.106
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We suggest that readers construct a cylinder shadow cast on the plane Π2 for practice.
The use of technology allows us to easily and efficiently draw the shadow of a rotating
solid shape. In Figure 7.107, for example, the solid shape that is generated by the
rotation of the gear curve casts shadow (in parallel lighting) on the top view plane.

Figure 7.107

The construction of a surface shadow is also easily accomplished. Here, for example,
is the rotational paraboloid shadow (see Figure 7.108).

Figure 7.108

The problem of constructing a sphere shadow is somewhat more complicated. However, using Sketchpad software this problem can easily be solved. In Figure 7.109
three planes and their intersecting circles are highlighted (red, blue and green), as
well as the areas in which shadows of the sets of these intersecting circles are cast,
and the areas in which sphere shadow is cast on the top view plane.
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Figure 7.109

r) Solid shape shadow and central lightning
We have mentioned that the construction of cast shadows of solid shapes in central
lighting, in general, is the same as in parallel lighting. Therefore, we recommend
that the reader solves the following tasks for practice.
Task 7.63 A cube and central lighting are given. Draw the shadows cast by the
cube on the top view plane Π1 .
Task 7.64 A right quadrilateral pyramid and central lighting are given. Construct the shadows cast by the pyramid on the top view and front view plane.
Task 7.65 A right cone with a base in Π1 and central lighting are given. Construct the shadows cast by the cone on the top view plane Π1 and front view Π2 .
Task 7.66 A right cone with a base in Π2 and central lighting are given. Construct the shadows cast by the cone on the top view plane Π1 and front Π2 .
Task 7.67 Figures in a plane parallel to the top view plane and central lighting
are given. Construct the cast shadow on Π1 for the following figures:
a) a circles,
b) an annulus.
Task 7.68 A right circular cylinder with a base in Π1 and central lighting are
given. Construct the cast cylinder shadow.
We leave the problem of casting a ball shadow (in both lightings) to the reader for
practice, or better yet, for project work.
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8 Designing Projects
Two projects are foreseen in each year of learning/teaching descriptive geometry.
Students independently decide and select project content.
Of the total number of annual lessons planned, three hours should be spent on
individual project consultation, and four hours on the presentation of students’ final
works (to other pupils, parents, and audiences).
The projects can be done individually or in teams, depending on the students’ individual choice.
After selecting the topic, the student has to plan the project design phases and
the time needed for its realization. They are expected to keep notes of the project
designs, to reflect on possible difficulties in their realizations, and to offer adequate
solutions.
Once the project is implemented, the student will present it using the dynamic
geometry software (DGS) file in which the work was done. The presentation should
include reasons for choosing the topic, all phases of the project design, and the
problems encountered during its realization. The students are expected to describe
key steps in drawing/constructing geometric figures/solid shapes, and to indicate
the DGS tools and transformations they used. Also, the roles of action buttons, if
any, should be explained.
Finally, the student will comment whether he/she would change anything, do something differently or whether he/she didn’t have enough time do something, as well
as make suggestions in order to improve the work.
8.1 Perspective
At the beginning of learning about perspective, each student has to draw (by hand)
two images:
• an exterior (a long street with high buildings),
• an interior (a church, two-sided columns, arches, floor tiles or mosaic).
The same images will be drawn again (by hand) at the end of the lesson and the
students will compare them.
Students will select and implement at least one of the listed projects:
• analyze an artistic image;
• draw an ”impossible” solid shape;
• draw an interior (with shadows);
• draw an exterior (with shadows);
• create a street art image;
• analyze and draw a template for a ground advertisement;
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• draw an image viewed at an angle, that is, an anamorphic image;
• analyze a Marvel comic and the making of such a picture.
For illustration, let’s look at some students’ works. A large number of student
files/works can be seen in the folder Students works.
Figure 8.1 shows the work by Tamara Biljanović from the 5th Gymnasium in
Zagreb.

Figure 8.1
The works of student Marijana Peti from the 5th Gymnasium in Zagreb are shown
in Figures 8.2 and 8.3.

Figure 8.2
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Figure 8.3
Figure 8.4 shows the work by Luka Zadro from the 15th Gymnasium in Zagreb.

Figure 8.4
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The unfinished work of students Klara Kranjčec and Tomislav Neumann, from
the 5th Gymnasium in Zagreb, is shown in Figure 8.5, and the finished work in
Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.5

Figure 8.6
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Figure 8.7 shows the work drawn by Ivan Glavinić, a student from Gymnasium
Metković.

Figure 8.7
And, the two ”studies”, the Spiral Staircases, created by Tomislav Neumann (see
Figure 8.8),

Figure 8.8
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and
whitw
Eiffel Tower (see Figure 8.9) by Tamara Biljanović, are given.

Figure 8.9

8.2 Monge’s procedure and axonometry
At the beginning of learning Monge’s procedure and axonometry, each student must
draw, by hand, two images:
• an exterior (parts of connected buildings in the street, a model of an object, a
wardrobe, a window, a chocolate, a sailboat/ship, etc.),
• an interior (a room, a kitchen, a book on the table, a flower vase, etc.).
The same two images will again be drawn (by hand) at the end of the lesson and
students will compare them.
Students will, independently, propose and carry out a project or select one of the
projects from the list:
• analyze an artistic image;
• draw an ”impossible” solid shape;
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• draw an interior (with shadows);
• draw an exterior (with shadows);
• construct a presentation of one water/gas pipe connection;
• draw a picture of a vase;
• construct a few square roof beams;
• draw a wooden roof skeleton of a house.
For illustrative purposes, let’s look at some students’ works.
Josip Antoliš drew a study of the Empire State Building in New York.

Figure 8.10
He inventively used the old version of Sketchpad to draw a vase and a bowl. (Today,
it is a lot simpler!)

Figure 8.11
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Drawings of impossible solid shapes are very popular among students, as shown in
Figure 8.12.

Figure 8.12
Projects that use shadows are interesting. Figure 8.13 shows two sketches/”studies”,
used in research of more demanding cases.

Figure 8.13

9 Tasks
A number of similar tasks are located here in different subdivisions. This way, we
wanted to point out that the problems can be solved by applying different methods
of descriptive geometry (according to the title of the subdivision). It is up to the
readers to decide which methods to apply.
Tasks mentioned in the previous sections are an integral part of the tasks outlined
in this section.
For practice, solve the following tasks.
a) Questions and arguments
Arguments and answers to the questions in this subsection should be explained, in
order to provide a better understanding of how to construct Monge’s and axonometric views.
1 How many planes are determined by a line and a point outside the line?
2 How many different planes can be determined by one line?
3 Two points belong to a plane. Does the line determined by these points belong
to that plane?
4 How many planes are determine by two intersecting lines?
5 How many non - collinear points determine one plane?
6 Points A, B, C, and D do not lie in the same plane. Do lines AB and CD
intersect?
7 Can the intersection point of two lines determine a line that does not lie in
their plane?
8 Points A, B, C lie in each of the two different planes. Is this possible?
9 Three different planes are given! If two of their intersection lines intersect, then
the third intersection line passes through their intersection point. Explain!
10 Four points that do not lie in the same plane are given. Can some of them lie
on the same line? Explain!
11 Two intersecting planes are given. Does a line that intersects one plane intersect the other? Explain!
12 Two intersecting lines are given. All lines that intersect the given lines and
do not pass through their intersection point lie in the plane of those lines.
Explain!
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13 All lines that intersect a given line and pass through a point outside the line
lie in the same plane. Explain!
14 If lines AB and CD do not lie in the same plane, then lines CD and BD do
not lie in the same plane. Explain!
15 Four non - coplanar points are given. How many different planes do they
determine?
16 Can a plane through three collinear points be determined?
17 Four points are given, so that a line passing through two points does not
intersect a line passing through the other two points. Do the four points lie in
the same plane?
18 All lines that intersect two parallel lines lie in the same plane! Explain!
19 How many lines parallel to a given line can be drawn through a point outside
the line?
20 If a line is parallel to a line of the plane to which it does not belong, then it is
parallel to that plane. Explain!
21 If a plane intersects one of the two given parallel lines, then it also intersects
the second one.
22 If two intersecting lines lying in one plane are parallel to two lines in another
plane, then the planes are parallel. Explain!
23 Does a plane parallel to two skew lines exist? Explain your answer!
24 Is it possible to determine two mutually parallel planes through two skew lines?
25 The planes Σ and ∆ are parallel to the plane Γ. Do planes Σ and ∆ have a
common intersection line?
26 What can you say about the parts of the parallel lines located between two
parallel planes and which intersect these planes?
27 When are lines in space parallel?
28 What kind of lines are called skew lines?
29 When are the planes parallel?
30 How many planes can be determined through a point outside the given plane,
if they have to be parallel to the given plane?
31 If two parallel planes are intersected by a third plane, what can you say about
their intersection lines? Explain!
32 If lines AB and CD are skew, then lines AC and BD are also skew. Is this
statement true or false? Explain your answer!
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33 Two skew lines a and b and point C, that does not lie on the lines, are given.
Is it possible to determine two different lines through point C that intersect
the lines a and b?
34 Lines a and b intersect. All lines which are parallel to line b and intersect line
a lie in one plane. Explain!
35 Lines a and b do not lie in the same plane. Is it possible to draw line c parallel
to lines a and b?
36 A point and two intersecting planes are given. Is it possible to draw a line
parallel to each of the intersecting planes through a given point?
37 Two skew lines a and b are given. Is it possible to draw a plane through line
a that is parallel to line b?
38 Does a plane parallel to skew lines exist? Explain!
39 Through a given point in space, draw a line that intersects each of the two
given skew lines. Is this possible?
40 Planes Σ and ∆ intersect. Any third plane Γ intersects at least one of them!
Explain!
41 Through a given point in space, draw a plane parallel to two intersecting lines.
Is this always possible?
42 Four parallel lines are given,whose parallelogram vertices are formed by their
piercing points with a plane. Piercing points of these lines with any other plane
are also the parallelogram vertices. Explain!
43 If two intersecting lines are parallel to two mutually perpendicular lines, then
they are also mutually perpendicular.
44 If a line is perpendicular to two intersecting lines, then it is perpendicular to
a plane in which these lines lie.
45 Two lines perpendicular to the same plane are mutually parallel.
46 If a line lies in a plane perpendicular to another plane, then these planes are
mutually perpendicular. Explain!
47 Two intersecting lines are parallel to some mutually perpendicular lines. In
which kind of relationship are these lines?
48 What kind of mutual position do two lines perpendicular to the same plane
have?
49 Through a midpoint of a segment, a plane is drawn. The segment ends are
equidistant from that plane. Explain!
50 The top view, front view, and side view of a sphere are congruent circles. What
are the projections of these circles?
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b) Perspective
51 Which angle closes with a base of the lines in a horizontal plane whose vanishing point is:
a) between the station point Oc and the distance point D1 (or D2 ),
b) right and left from point D2 (or D1 )?
52 Draw a perspective image of a few lines that:
a) are perpendicular on the picture plane,
b) close an angle of 45◦ with the picture plane,
c) close an angle smaller than or greater than 45◦ with the picture plane.
53 Segment AB that
a) lies in a horizontal plane,
b) is perpendicular to the horizontal plane,
is given. Split it to
a) 2,
b) 3,
c) 5,
d) m
parts.
54 Segment AB is given. Double it, triple it and n-tuple it!
55 Draw a perspective image of the:
a) Pappus,
b) Pascall,
c) Desargues
line. Are the properties of these lines preserved?
56 Determine the true length of segments AB and CD and the angle between
lines AB and CD.
57 Intersection point S of the lines a and b lies outside the drawing space. Construct the line segment of point S and some arbitrary given point P of the
plane.
58 Construct a perpendicular to the given line m passing through the inaccessible
intersection point of the given lines p and q.
59 Construct a line segment of the inaccessible intersection points A and B of the
given pair of lines: a1 , a2 i b1 , b2 .
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60 Draw a perspective image with one or two vanishing points of the following
figures , for which the true length of the edges is given:
a) a square,
b) a rectangle,
c) a parallelogram,
d) a trapezoid,
e) a triangle.
61 A perspective image of a polygon in a horizontal plane is given. Determine the
true length of its segments and the angles that they close with the base.
62 Draw a perspective image of several squares that are mutually:
a) congruent,
b) similar,
and lie:
c) in a horizontal plane,
d) parallel to the picture plane.
63 Draw a kitchen floor tiled with matching square shaped tiles.
64 The perspective and the true length of the sides of the following shapes are
given:
a) a square,
b) a rectangle,
c) a parallelogram,
d) a trapezoid.
Draw their perspective images in:
a) a horizontal plane,
b) a vertical plane perpendicular to the screen,
c) a vertical plane that is not perpendicular to the picture plane (on the
screen), i.e. a sloping (oblique) vertical plane.
65 In a horizontal plane, a perspective image of:
a) a square,
b) a rectangle,
c) a parallelogram,
d) a trapezoid
is given. Draw its true length and measure the length of the edges and the
inner angles.
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66 Draw a circle in
a) a horizontal plane,
b) a vertical plane perpendicular to the picture plane,
c) an oblique vertical plane.
67 Draw an image of the coat of arms of the Republic of Croatia in the oblique
vertical plane.
68 The objects (circles, a pentagon, etc.) are given in an oblique plane. Draw a
perspective image of these objects.
69 In two-point perspective, draw several railway thresholds.
70 Draw the railway tracks and their thresholds in different positions to the picture plane.
71 Draw a perspective image of your name (or initials), if the vanishing point is
given.
72 Draw (in the general position to the baseline) a perspective image of the following solid shapes, for which the true lengths of the edges are given:
a) a cube,
b) a cuboid,
c) a triangular prism,
d) a square pyramid,
e) a cylinder,
f) a cone.
73 Draw a perspective image of a cube in:
a) one-point perspective,
b) two-point perspective,
c) three-point perspective.
74 Draw a perspective image of a cube, if the front face, the vanishing point, and
the distance d = 7 are given.
75 Draw a perspective view of a right parallelepiped.
76 Draw a perspective image of a cube, if the vanishing points N1 and N2, and
the edge length a are given.
77 Draw a perspective image of 4 congruent and equidistant cubes.
78 Draw the Rubik’s cube with dimension:
a) 3 × 3 × 3,
b) 4 × 4 × 4,
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c) 5 × 5 × 5.
79 Draw a hollow cube.
80 Draw an alley of
a) quadratic,
b) cylindrical
pillars.
81 Imagine an image of 10 m high pillars moving 30 m away from the observer
(painter):
a) Calculate the height of the image of the pillars when the image plane is
60 cm from the painter.
b) Calculate the coefficient of proportionality (homothety).
c) Draw the picture of two pillars.
82 Draw several lighting pillars of equal height and equal mutual distance that
are on the same side of the street/road.
83 Draw an alley of congruent and equidistant light pillars or flag masts.
84 Draw a staircase with 3, 4 or 5 stairs, if each stair length is a, width b, and
height c, and if the stair is
a) parallel to the picture plane,
b) perpendicular to the picture plane,
c) oblique.
85 In Figures a), b) and c), a top plan view (top view) of three cubes on a table
is shown.

Figure 9.1
Draw a front view of what each person, A, B, C, and D, seated around the
table sees.
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86 Draw the top view if the front view is given:

Figure 9.2
87 Which of the figures, a) or b), seem stronger? Explain your answer!

Figure 9.3
88 Three pillars of equal height are mutually distanced 100 m apart.

Figure 9.4
Which of the drawings present this situation? Explain your answer!
89 Figure 9.5 shows the Satire on False Perspective by William Hogarth.
a) Mark all inaccuracies of the real world view in the picture.
b) Explain what the artist must do to correct the perceived inaccuracies.
c) Write down your answers.
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Figure 9.5
90 Which of the objects in Hogarth’s image (Figure 9.5) are the wrong size with
respect to their location, or which are in the wrong location with respect to
their size? Explain your answer!
91 How many perspective absurdities can you find in Hogarth’s picture?
92 The boat in Figure 9.6 is approximately 500 meters away from the photographer.

Figure 9.6
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a) Estimate how far are the people, sitting on the coast closest to us, distanced from the photographer.
b) Estimate the mutual distance between the ships on the opposite shore.
c) What did you use to estimate each distance?
93 Figure 9.7 shows the top view of five railway thresholds, the plane trace image,
the angle at which the first threshold is seen, and the painter (viewpoint).

Figure 9.7

a) What is the projection length of each threshold in the figure?
b) Draw the data graph. The horizontal axis is ”the threshold distance from
the viewpoint, and the vertical axis is ”the threshold projection length”.
c) Determine the image length of the tenth, twentieth, hundredth, and millionth threshold.
d) Which equation describes this graph?
94 Determine the height of Jesus Christ in the image of Christ’s death (Figure
9.8), painted around 1500 by Mantegna.

Figure 9.8
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95 Draw a cube or a rectangular building using 3 vanishing points: one on the
right side of the page, one on the left and one at the bottom.
How does a real cube appear in that image?
96 Determine the vanishing points and the horizon in the photo of the Cathedral
of Saint Domnius in Split (Figure 9.9).

Figure 9.9
97 Determine the vanishing points N1 , N2, and N3 in two photos in Figure 9.10.
a) What kind of triangle is the triangle N1 N2 N3 ?
b) Determine the orthocenter H of the triangle N1 N2 N3 .
c) Determine the foot Mi , i = 1, 2, 3 of the altitudes of the triangle N1 N2 N3 .
d) What is the orthocenter H of the triangle N1 N2 N3 for the perspective
image?

Figure 9.10
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98 Can any triangle be a triangle of the vanishing points N1 , N2 i N3 ? Explain
your answer!
99 Determine the vanishing points, horizon, and mirror in Figure 9.11.

Figure 9.11

100 In a three-point perspective, determine the distance between the station point
and the picture base.
101 Draw an acute triangle and a circle whose diameter is one of the triangle’s
edges. Using only a ruler, draw three of its altitudes and an orthocentre.
102 Find the vanishing points and the horizon in the following pictures or photos:
a) Le Pont d’Argenteuil, painted in 1874 (Monet, 1840-1926),
b) The Passage (The Dead End) (Maurice Utrillo, 1883-1955),
c) Le point de l’Europe painted in 1876 (Gustave Caillebotte, 1848 - 1894),
d) The Flaitron Building built in 1902 (Daniel Burnham, 1846 - 1912).
103 A rectangular box is drawn in a two-point perspective (Figure 9.12).

Figure 9.12
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a) Why does edge e converge/strive towards the same vanishing point as the
edges a and b?
b) Why is edge f converging towards the same vanishing point as the edges
c and d?
c) Describe what happens to the box image when both vanishing points fall
into the same point.
d) Describe what happens to the box image when the vanishing points move
away from each other.
104 Reconstruct the method by which Filippo Brunelleschi drew a picture of the
Baptistery of Saint John in Florence.
105 Draw the Parisian Arc de Triomphe or the Diocletian Aqueduct in Split.
106 Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728-1777) set the following two perspective
problems:
1. Problem: Through a given point of a given line, draw a line that closes a
given angle with the given line.
2. Problem: Cut of a segment of a given length on a given line from a given
point of that line.
107 Brook Taylor (1685-1731) has set the following four perspective problems:
1. Problem: The angle ϕ and, in the picture plane π, horizon hα of the plane
α, together with center Oα and distance dα are given. Further, image of
line l in α and point A on l are given.
Construct, in the picture plane π, a line m through A so that 6 (l, m) =i ϕ.
2. Problem: The ratio r : s and, in, π, segment AB with its vanishing point
N are given.Construct point C on the AB so that |AC| : |BC| =i r : s.
3. Problem: The ratio r : s and, in the picture plane π, the horizon hα of
the plane α, together with center Oα and distance dα are given. Further,
the images of lines l, and m in α, segment AB on l, and point D on m
are given.
Construct point C on m so that is |AB| : |DC| =i r : s.
4. Problem: The main point O, the distance d and the horizon hα of the
plane α are given.
Determine the vanishing point Nα.
108 What is the fundamental idea embedded in perspective theory?
109 Who was the first to describe how a perspective image is drawn?
110 Describe 4 errors in an ”incorrect” perspective.
111 In the history of art, find several images with an incorrect perspective.
112 Reproduce Alberti’s construzione legittima by hand or on a computer. If you
use Sketchpad, change the position of the station point, distance, and other
measures.
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113 Draw/take a photo of a building and reproduce it as Brunelleschi did.
114 Consider Suvée’s Invention of the Art of Drawing. What do you notice?
115 Draw a sidewalk tiled with tiles of various shapes. (On the Internet find tiles
of different shape!)
116 Draw
a) a cube,
b) an octahedron,
c) a tetrahedron.
117 Use a digital camera connected to the computer and explains the perspective
view of the selected scene.
118 Camera obscura. Make a simple camera obscura. Use it in a drawing project
of a perspective image on its inner wall. Explain your camera and your picture
drawing.
119 Use a glass or a transparent plastic to draw Dürer’s perspective.
120 Find several perspectives on the Internet and mark the orthogonal objects and
the vanishing point.
121 Find and study Desargues’ theorem and point out how the theorem is ”seen”
in a one-point perspective image in art.
122 After drawing a house in a two-point perspective, explain how Desargues’
theorem is applied.
123 Consider the works of the American painter Thomas Evans
(www.pbs.org/wnet/americanmasters/episodes/thomas-easkins . . .). Write
an essay on his use of perspective.
124 Choose at least one of the following modern painters or mathematicians and
write an essay on his use of perspective:
a) Buckminster Fuller,
b) Salvatore Dali,
c) Kelly Houle,
d) Patrick Hughes,
e) Norman D. Cook,
f) Mauritz C. Escher,
g) Sandro del Prete,
h) Jos De Mey,
i) Oscar Reutersvärd,
j) Roger Penrose,
k) Roy Lichtenstein,
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l) Mathieu Hamaekers,
m) Shigeo Fukuda,
n) David Hockney,
o) Giorgio de Chirico,
p) Edgar Müller,
r) Julian Beever,
s) William Cochran,
t) John Pfahl.
Support your arguments with the images!
125 Write an essay about Branka Kaminski.
126 Write an essay about Philip Mrvelj.
127 Write an essay about Davor Rostuhar.
128 In a plane parallel to the horizontal plane, a perspective image of a polygon (a
triangle, a quadrilateral, or a pentagon) is given. Construct a polygon shadow
cast by parallel and central lighting.
129 In a plane perpendicular to the horizontal plane, a perspective image of a polygon (a triangle, a quadrilateral, or a pentagon) is given. Construct a polygon
shadow cast by parallel and central lighting.
130 In a plane parallel to the horizontal plane, a perspective image of a circle/disk
is given. Construct a shadow of the circle/disk cast by parallel and central
lighting.
131 In a plane perpendicular to the vertical plane, a perspective image of a a
circle/disk is given. Construct a shadow of the circle/disk cast by parallel and
central lighting.
132 Construct a hollow cube shadow on the horizontal plane, if the source of light
is finite, and if it is infinitely distant.
133 Construct a prism shadow on the horizontal plane, if the source of light is
finite, and if it is infinitely distant. The prism base is in the horizontal plane.
134 Construct a shadow of the
a) pyramid,
b) cylinder,
c) cone,
on the horizontal plane in parallel and central lighting. The solid shape base
is in the horizontal plane.
135 Construct the staircase shadow, with at least 5 stairs, on the horizontal plane
in parallel and central lighting.
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136 In Figure 9.13 the football match situation is displayed on the TV screen.
Determine which advertising panels are ”normal” and which are anamorphic.

Figure 9.13

137 Construct one anamorphic image onto:
a) a vertical plane,
b) a horizontal plane.
138 Construct the angle bisector of two lines that intersect outside of the drawing
space.

c) Monge’s procedure
1 The point, the segment, and the line
0

00

139 Point A(A , A ) is given. Draw the projections p0 and p00 of a line p passing
through point A if:
a) p k Π1 ,
b) p k Π2 ,
c) p ⊥ Π1 ,
d) p ⊥ Π2 ,
e) p ⊥ x.
140 Two intersecting lines a and b are given. Intersect them with a third line c,
which is
a) parallel to Π1 ,
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b) parallel to Π2 ,
c) in the general position.
141 Two parallel lines a and b are given. Intersect them with the third line c, that
is in the general position.
142 Two skew lines a and b are given. Draw the projection of line c that intersects
line b, and is parallel to a.
00

00

0

143 Front view A B of the segment AB, top view A of point A, and the 2nd
angle of inclination α2 are given. Draw the top view of the given segment.
How many task solutions are there?
2 The plane
144 Two intersecting lines a(a0 , a00 ) and b(b0, b00). Construct the plane Σ specified
by these lines. Draw projections of any line in this plane.
145 A plane with three points is given. Draw a projection of a line from that plane.
146 A plane with three points is given. Draw the projections of one horizontal
principal line and one vertical principal line in that plane.
147 In the given plane ∆(d1 , d2 ), line p is given by one projection. Draw the second
projection of that line.
148 A plane with two parallel lines a and b, and the front view T
0
which lies in that plane, is given. Draw the top view T .

00

of point T ,

149 Through point A(A0 , A00 ), plane Σ(s1 , s2 ) parallel to the plane ∆(d1 , d2).
150 Through point A draw a line that is parallel to two given planes.
151 Through point A(A0 , A00 ) construct a line t that intersects the given line
p(p0 , p00) and is parallel to the given plane Σ(s1 , s2 ).
152 Through point M draw/construct a transversal t that intersects two skew lines
a and b.
153 Lines a, b, and c are given by their projections. Draw line d that intersects lines
a and b and is parallel to line c.
154 A plane and two skew lines are given. Draw the transversal of those lines that
lie in the given plane.
155 The triangle ABC with projections (top view, front view) of its vertices is
given. Draw projections of the centroid of the given triangle.
0

00

0

00

156 Draw the side view of a triangle that is given by points A(A , A ), B(B , B ),
0
00
C(C , C ).
157 Through a given line p(p0 , p00 ) draw/construct a plane that is:
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a) perpendicular to Π1 ,
b) perpendicular to Π2 .
Draw the traces of that plane!
0

00

0

00

158 Draw the side view of the intersecting lines a(a , a ) and b(b , b ).
159 A plane is given. Draw the projections of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd principal lines.
160 Construct the intersection of a given line p and a parallelogram ABCD.
161 Construct the intersection of a given triangle and a given parallelogram.
162 Through the origin O construct a line o(o0 , o00) perpendicular to the given plane
Σ(s1 , s2 ).
163 Through a given point of a given plane draw a perpendicular line.
164 Through a given point A draw line m perpendicular to a given line p.
0

00

165 Through a given point T (T , T ) draw/construct the plane Σ perpendicular to
the given planes ∆ and Γ.
166 Draw the symmetrical plane Σ of a given segment AB.
167 Through a given centroid of a triangle draw a perpendicular, and on that
perpendicular construct a point of a given distance from that centroid.
168 Construct a point that is distant from a plane for a given distance d.
169 A plane and a line are given. On the line construct a point at a given distance
from the plane.
170 Draw a point equidistant from three given points.
171 Construct the distance between two given planes and the true lenght of that
distance.
172 Construct the distance of a given point from a given line.
173 Draw the distance of parallel lines.
174 Construct the distance of skew lines.
175 Draw the projections (top view, front view) of a regular pentagon or hexagon
if it is:
a) parallel to Π1 or Π2 ,
b) in the general position.
176 Draw the projections (top view, front view) of a circle, if it is:
a) parallel to Π1 or Π2 ,
b) in the general position.
177 Draw the projection of a staircase side view in Figure 9.16.
178 Draw the top view, front view, and side view (in scale!) of a classroom or a
kitchen in an apartment.
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3 Auxiliary plane
179 Determine the distance of two given planes.
180 Draw the third and fourth projections of the segment AB given by the top
view, and front view.
181 Construct the distance of skew lines.
4 Solid shapes: intersections and shadows
182 Draw the projections of a cube with a base in a given plane and with a given
edge length.
183 Draw the projections of a regular right pyramid with a base in a given plane.
184 Draw the projections of a circular cylinder or a circular cone with a base in a
given plane and with a given radius and height.
185 Construct the piercing point of a line and an oblique quadrilateral prism.
186 Draw the piercing point of a line and a cone.
187 Construct the piercing point of a line and a cylinder.
188 Draw the intersection of a triangular pyramid with a base in Π1 and a given
plane.
189 Draw the intersection of a circular cone with a base in Π1 and a given plane.
190 Construct the intersection of an oblique circular cylinder with a base in Π1
and a given plane.
191 Construct the mutual intersection of two prisms.
192 Construct the mutual intersection of two pyramids.
193 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a pyramid.
194 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a cylinder.
195 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a cone.
196 Construct the mutual intersection of two oblique circular cylinders.
197 Construct a mutual intersection of an oblique circular cylinder with a base in
Π1 and a circular cone with a base in Π1 .
198 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a prisms.
199 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a pyramid.
200 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cylinder.
201 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cone.
202 Draw the shadow of a prism, a pyramid, a cylinder, a cone, and a sphere.
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d) Axonometry
1 Oblique Projection
203 Two intersecting lines a(a0 , a00) and b(b0, b00) are given. Construct a plane Σ
specified by these lines. Draw projection of any line of that plane.
204 A plane with three points is given. Draw a projection of any line that lies in
that plane.
205 A plane with three points is given. Draw the projections of the horizontal
principal line and the vertical principal line.
206 In the given plane ∆(d1, d2 ) line p is given by one projection. Draw the second
projection of that line.
207 A plane with two parallel lines a and b, and the front view T
0
which lies in that plane, is given. Draw the top view T .

00

of point T ,

208 Through point A(A0 , A00) construct plane Σ(s1 , s2 ) that is parallel to the plane
∆(d1 , d2).
209 Through point A draw a line that is parallel to two given planes.
210 Through point A(A0 , A00 ) construct a line t that intersects the given line
p(p0 , p00) and is parallel to the given plane Σ(s1 , s2 ).
211 Through point M draw/construct a transversal t that intersects two skew lines
a and b.
212 Lines a, b, and c are given with their projections. Draw line d that intersects
lines a and b and is parallel to line c.
213 A plane and two skew lines are given. Draw the transversal of those lines that
lie in the given plane.
214 The triangle ABC with projections (top view, front view) of its vertices is
given. Draw projections of the centroid of the given triangle.
0

00

0

00

215 Draw an oblique projection of a triangle given by points A(A , A ), B(B , B ),
0
00
C(C , C ).
216 Through a given line p(p0 , p00 ) draw/construct a plane that is:
a) perpendicular to Π1 ,
b) perpendicular to Π2 .
Draw the traces of that plane!
0

00

0

00

217 Draw a side view of the intersecting lines a(a , a ) and b(b , b ).
218 The plane Σ is given. Draw projections of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd principal lines.
219 Construct the intersection of a given line p and a parallelogram ABCD.
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220 Construct the intersection of a given triangle and a given parallelogram.
221 Through point A construct line n(n0 , n00 ) perpendicular to the given plane
Σ(s1 , s2 ).
222 Through a point of a given plane draw a perpendicular line.
223 Through a given point A draw line m perpendicular to a given line p.
0

00

224 Through point A(A , A ) draw the plane ∆ perpendicular to the given plane
Σ.
225 Draw the symmetrical plane Σ of the given segment AB.
226 Through the centroid of a given triangle draw a perpendicular, and on the
perpendicular construct a point of a given distance from that centroid.
227 Construct a point that is distant from a plane for a given distance d.
228 A plane and a line are given. Construct a point on the line at a given distance
from the plane.
229 Draw a point equidistant from three given points.
230 Construct the distance between two given planes and the true length of that
distance.
231 Construct the distance of a given point from a given line.
232 Draw the distance of parallel lines.
233 Construct the distance of skew lines.
234 Draw the projections (top view, front view) of a regular pentagon or hexagon
if it is:
a) parallel to Π1 or Π2 ,
b) in the general position.
235 Draw the projections of a circle, if it is:
a) parallel to Π1 or Π2 ,
b) in the general position.
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236 Draw the side view and an oblique projection of the object, given by the top
view and the front view (see Figure 9.14).

Figure 9.14
237 Draw an oblique projection of the staircase in Figure 9.16.
238 Draw an oblique projection (in scale!) of a classroom or a kitchen in the apartment.
239 Draw the projections of a cube whose base is in the given plane and whose
edge length is given.
240 Draw the projections of a regular right pyramid with a base in a given plane.
241 Draw the projections of a circular cylinder or a circular cone with a base in a
given plane and with a given radius and height.
242 Construct the intersection of a line and an oblique quadrilateral prism.
243 Draw the piercing point of a line and a cone.
244 Construct the piercing point of a line and a cylinder.
245 Draw the intersection of an oblique triangular pyramid with a base in Π1 and
a given plane.
246 Draw the intersection of an oblique circular cone with a base in Π1 and a given
plane.
247 Construct the intersection of an oblique circular cylinder with a base in Π1
and a given plane.
248 Construct the mutual intersection of two prisms.
249 Construct the mutual intersection of two pyramids.
250 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a pyramid.
251 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a cylinder.
252 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a cone.
253 Construct the mutual intersection of two oblique circular cylinders.
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254 Construct a mutual intersection of an oblique circular cylinder with a base in
Π1 and a circular cone with a base in Π1 .
255 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a prism.
256 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a pyramid.
257 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cylinder.
258 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cone.
259 Draw the shadow of a prism, a pyramid, a cylinder, a cone, and a sphere.
2 Axonometry
260 Two intersecting lines a(a0 , a00) and b(b0 , b00) are given. Construct the plane Σ
specified by these lines. Draw projections of any line in this plane.
261 A plane with three points is given. Draw a projection of a line from that plane.
262 A plane with three points is given. Draw projections of one horizontal principal
line and one vertical principal line in that plane.
263 In the given plane ∆(d1 , d2) line p is given by one projection. Draw the second
projection of that line.
264 A plane with two parallel lines a and b, and the front view T
which lies in that plane, is given. Draw the top view T 0 .

00

of point T ,

265 Through point A(A0 , A00) construct plane Σ(s1 , s2 ) parallel to the plane
∆(d1 , d2).
266 Through point A draw a line that is parallel to two given planes.
267 Through point A(A0 , A00 ) construct a line t that intersects the given line
p(p0 , p00) and is parallel to the given plane Σ(s1 , s2 ).
268 Through point M draw/construct a transversal t that intersects two skew lines
a and b.
269 Lines a, b, and c are given with their projections. Draw line d that intersects
lines a and b and is parallel to line c.
270 A plane and two skew lines are given. Draw the transversal of those lines that
lie in the given plane.
271 The triangle ABC with projections (top view, front view) of its vertices is
given. Draw projections of the centroid of the given triangle.
0

00

0

00

272 Draw the side view of a triangle given by the points A(A , A ), B(B , B ),
0
00
C(C , C ).
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273 Through the given line p(p0 , p00) draw/construct a plane that is:
a) perpendicular to Π1 ,
b) perpendicular to Π2 .
Draw the traces of that plane!
0

00

0

00

274 Draw the side view of the intersecting lines a(a , a ) and b(b , b ).
275 The plane Σ is given. Draw projections of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd principal lines.
276 Construct the intersection of a given line p and a parallelogram ABCD.
277 Construct the intersection of a given triangle and a given parallelogram.
278 Through point A construct line n(n0 , n00 ) perpendicular to the given plane
Σ(s1 , s2 ).
(Solution is in the file Perpendicularity|perpendicular on the plane.gsp.)
279 Through a point of a given plane draw a perpendicular line.
280 Through a given point A draw line m perpendicular to a given line p.
0

00

281 Through a given point A(A , A ) draw the plane ∆ perpendicular to the given
plane Σ.
(Solution is in the file Perpendicularity|perpendicular planes01.gsp.)
282 Draw a symmetrical plane Σ of the given segment AB.
283 Through the centroid of a given triangle draw a perpendicular, and on the
perpendicular construct a point of a given distance from that centroid.
284 Construct a point that is distant from a plane for a given distance d.
285 A plane and a line are given. Construct a point on a line of the given distance
from the plane.
286 Draw a point equidistant from three given points.
287 Construct the distance between the given planes and the true lenght of that
distance.
288 Construct the distance of a given point to a given line.
289 Draw the distance of parallel lines.
290 Construct the distance of skew lines.
291 Draw projections of a regular pentagon or hexagon if it is:
a) parallel to Π1 or Π2 ,
b) in the general position.
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292 Draw the projections of a circle, if it is:
a) parallel to Π1 or Π2 ,
b) in the general position.
(The solution is given in the file Perpendicularity|circle in plane.gsp.)
293 Draw the side view and an axonometric image of an object that is given by
the top view and the front view (see Figure 9.14).
294 Draw an axonometric image (in scale!) of a classroom or a kitchen in an apartment.
295 Draw the projections of a cube whose base is in a given plane and whose edge
length is given.
296 Draw the projections of a regular right pyramid with a base in a given plane.
297 Draw the projections of a circular cylinder or a circular cone with a base in a
given plane and of a given radius and height.
(The solution is given in the file Perpendicularity|cylinder with base in
general plane.gsp.)
298 Construct the intersection of a line and an oblique quadrilateral prism.
299 Construct the piercing point of a line and a cone.
300 Construct the piercing point of a line and a cylinder.
301 Draw the intersection of an oblique triangular pyramid with a base in Π1 and
a given plane.
302 Draw the intersection of an oblique circular cone with a base in Π1 and a given
plane.
303 Construct the intersection of an oblique circular cylinder with a base in Π1
and a given plane.
304 Construct the mutual intersection of two prisms.
305 Construct the mutual intersection of two pyramids.
306 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a pyramid.
307 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a cylinder.
308 Construct the mutual intersection of a prism and a cone.
309 Construct the mutual intersection of two oblique circular cylinders.
310 Construct the mutual intersection of an oblique circular cylinder with a base
in Π1 and a circular cone with a base in Π1 .
311 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a prism.
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312 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a pyramid.
313 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cylinder.
314 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cone.
315 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cylinder whose axis does not pass
through the center of the sphere.
316 Construct the intersection of a sphere and a cone whose axis does not pass
through the center of the sphere.
317 Figure 9.15 shows a cube whose lateral faces have a ”fault”. Is it possible to
make such a cube out of two parts? If not, explain why! If it is possible, draw
an axonometric image of its parts.

Figure 9.15
318 Draw an axonometric image of a right triangular prism.
319 Draw an axonometric image of a right quadrilateral pyramid.
320 Draw an axonometric image of an oblique circular cylinder.
321 Draw an axonometric image of an oblique circular cone.
322 Draw an axonometric image of the staircase (see Figure 9.16).

Figure 9.16
323 Draw an axonometric image of the piercing point of a line with the projection
planes.
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324 Construct an axonometric image of the piercing point of a line with the general
plane.
325 Draw an axonometric image of the piercing point of a line and a prism.
326 Draw an axonometric image of the piercing point of a line and a pyramid.
327 Construct an axonometric image of the piercing point of a line and a cylinder.
328 Construct an axonometric image of the piercing point of a line and a cone.
329 Draw an axonometric image of the intersection of a plane and a polyhedron.
330 Construct an axonometric image of the intersection of a plane and an oblique
cylinder or an oblique cone.
331 Draw an axonometric image of a disk shadow cast onto the projection planes,
with the disk parallel to one projection plane.
332 Draw an axonometric image of an annulus shadow cast onto the projection
planes, with the annulus parallel to one projection plane.
333 Draw an axonometric image of a disk shadow cast onto the projection planes,
with the disk in the general plane.
334 Draw an axonometric image of an annulus shadow cast onto the projection
planes, with the annulus in the general plane.
335 Draw an axonometric image of a polyhedron (a prism or a pyramid) shadow
cast onto the projection planes.
336 Draw an axonometric image of a circular cylinder shadow cast onto the projection planes, with a base in the top view plane.
337 Draw an axonometric image of a circular cone shadow cast onto the projection
planes, with a base in the top view plane.
338 Draw an axonometric image of a ball shadow cast onto the projection planes,
given that the ball is in the 1st octant.
339 Draw an axonometric image of a polyhedron (a prism or a pyramid) shadow
cast onto the projection planes, with a base in the general plane.
340 Draw an axonometric image of a circular cylinder shadow cast onto the projection planes, with a base in the general plane.
341 Draw an axonometric image of a circular cone shadow cast onto the projection
planes, with a base in the general plane.
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3 Eckhart’s procedure
342 Draw an axonometric image of a regular right triangular prism.
343 Draw an axonometric image of a regular right quadrilateral pyramid.
344 Draw an axonometric image of an oblique circular cylinder.
345 Draw an axonometric image of an oblique circular cone.
346 Construct the intersection of an oblique circular cylinder with a base in Π1
and a given plane.
347 Construct the intersection of an oblique circular cone with a base in Π1 and a
given plane.
348 Construct the piercing point of a line and a cylinder.
349 Construct the piercing point of a line and a cone.
350 Construct an axonometric image of a plane intersecting a polyhedron.
e) Metric Tasks
1 The true length of a segment
351 Front view A00 B 00 of the segment AB, top view A0 of point A and the 2nd angle
of inclination α2 are given. Draw the top view of the given segment. How many
task solutions are there?
352 Arbitrarily draw the projections C 0 D0 and C 00 C 00 of the segment CD. Draw
the projections of the midpoint P (P 0 , P 00 ).
353 Arbitrarily draw the projections of the two segments AB and CD. Explain
which segment is longer.
2 The distance between a point and a line
354 Construct the distance between a given point and a given line.
355 Construct the distance of parallel lines.
356 Draw the distance of skew lines.
3 The distance between a point and a plane
357 Through the centroid of a given triangle draw a perpendicular, and on the
perpendicular construct a point of a given distance from the centroid.
358 Draw the distance between two given planes.
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4 The true angle size
359 Segment AB is arbitrarily given. Construct the true length of the segment and
its angles of inclination.
360 Construct the true angle size of two intersecting lines.
0

0

00

00

361 Draw the projections A B and A B of the segment AB. Construct the angles
of inclination of that segment.
362 Through a given point A draw/construct a line p that is parallel to the plane
Π1 , if its 2nd inclination angle α2 is also given.
363 Through a given point A draw/construct a line p that is parallel to the plane
Π2 , if its 1st inclination angle α1 is also given.
364 Through line p draw/construct a plane whose 1st inclination angle is equal to
the 1st inclination angle of the line p.
5 The true size of a plane figure
365 Select a task that requires the intersection of a plane and a prism. Construct/determined the true size of the intersection.
366 Select a task that requires the intersection of a plane and a pyramid. Construct/determined the true size of the intersection.
367 Select a task that requires the intersection of the plane and cylinder. Construct/determined the true size of the intersection.
368 Select a task that requires the intersection of a plane and a cone. Construct/determined the true size of the intersection.
369 Select a task that requires the intersection of the plane and the sphere. Construct/ determined the true size of the intersection.
370 Select a task that requires the intersection of the two solid shapes. Construct/
determined the true size of the intersection curve.
f) Proposals for creating dynamic documents.
Here are some suggestions for creating Sketchpad dynamic documents. They can also
be used for project design. There are many similiar project proposals in literature
that the reader could take up.
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Intersection of surfaces
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Solids
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g) Some task solutions
Here we will only indicate some task solutions, in which a perpendicular has to be
constructed. The solution algorithm and the dynamic file solution are located in the
file Perpendicularity.gsp, as indicated earlier in the tasks.
The solution to task 278.

240
The solution to task 281.

The solution to task 292.
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The solution to task 297.
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10 A List of Sketchpad and Other
Documents for Teaching and Research
The documents indicated here are an integral part of this book and are located in
the appropriate folders in the book attachment (on a CD).
a) Documents realized using Sketchpad
1 Sketchpad alphabet and construction of elemental geometric figures
(Part 1), . . . . . . (Croatian language)
2 Sketchpad alphabet and construction of elemental geometric figures
(Part 2), . . . . . . (Croatian language)
3 Stereometry alphabet (Part 1),
4 Stereometry alphabet (Part 2),
5 Axonometry,
6 Desargues,
7 Dinamic geometry,
8 Eckhart’s procedure,
9 Ellipse,
10 Monge’s procedure,
11 Vanishing points,
12 Some theorems,
13 Perpendicularity,
14 Surface,
15 Templates,
16 Examples,
17 Solving Tasks 1,
18 Solving Tasks 2,
19 Works,
20 Fundamental concepts and rules of perspective,
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21 Teaching works (Folders with examples of students’ work),
22 Street and other art,
23 Shadows,
24 Mirrors.
b) Documents realized using Microsoft Word
Worksheets
Worksheets are designed for working with students. They are an intergral part of
this book, along with their corresponding Sketchpad files (identically named as the
.docx file).
1 Sketchpad alphabet and construction of elemental geometric figures (Part 1),
(Croatian language)
2 Sketchpad alphabet and construction of elemental geometric figures (Part 2),
(Croatian language)
3 Stereometry alphabet (Part 1),
4 Stereometry alphabet (top view, front view, side view),
5 Fundamental concepts and rules,
6 One-point perspective,
7 Two-points perspective,
8 Solid shape shadows.
Knowledge test
Teaching can be further enhanced, under the current circumstances, in Croatian
high schools with a unique and innovative Classroom Response System, using the
so-called clickers.
”Clickers” are simple electronic voting systems, based on wirelessly RF technology
that makes teaching more dynamic and provides direct communication with a larger
number of students. The system is ideal for quick knowledge checking and attendance
recording.
Each student has one device that is wirelessly connected to the lecturer’s computer
and, at any time, the lecturer can conduct a quick knowledge check or quiz. Initiating
a quick check, the questions and their answers appear on the screen, and the students
are given time to answer them by clicking on a button. After some time, a graph
showing the percentage of correct and incorrect answers appears on the screen.
During the lesson, it is not possible for teachers to see the students’ answers, however,
they can later retrieve the answers from the database, and in this way, monitor the
students’ knowledge acquisition and their learning abilities.
This method gives teachers an insight into the students’ learning process.
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Here are some examples of knowledge testing:
1 Stereometry alphabet (part 1),
2 Stereometry alphabet (part 2),
3 Basic concepts and rules of perspective,
4 One and two-point perspective.
Articles
Here are the titles of three expert articles that point to the complexity of teaching
descriptive geometry or perspective. We believe that, for the overall understanding
of teaching descriptive geometry, these articles provide initial stimulus, and every
teacher should expand their knowledge in this direction. Two articles are based
on the lectures that took place at both, the Winter and the Summer School of
Mathematics at the 5th Gymnasium in Zagreb, while the third article is a witness
to how an artist, and a non-mathematician, draws/constructs an image.
1 Predrag Brodanac: Računalna 3D grafika iz računalne perspektive,
i.e. Computer 3D Graphics from a computer perspective,
2 Mihael Kozina: Vizualna inteligencija,
i.e. Visual Intelligence,
3 Filip Mrvelj: Kako stvaram sliku,
i.e. How Do I Create a Picture?.
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11 Number of Hours
Descriptive geometry should be taught in a two-year cycle of 120 hours. Perspective
should be taught for 60 hours (two hours a week for 30 weeks) in the first year. Three
hours a year should be provided for individual project consultations (we propose a
minimum of 2 projects), and up to four hours for project presentation to other
students, parents and other audiences.
An additional four hours should be provided for students who require additional
tutoring on the rules of perspective. The content and the proposed number of hours
for teaching perspective in the first year is given below.
11.1 Content and the number of hours for teaching perspective

An introduction to perspective
1 Sketchpad alphabet and geometric figures construction

. . . 4 hours

2 Stereometry alphabet

. . . 4 hours

3 Historical insights: incentives, painters, and the origins of
perspective

. . . 2 hours

4 About projecting: central, parallel and perspective projection

. . . 1 hours

5 Affinity, Desargues’ theorem and the conic as an image of a circle . . . 1 hours

The perspective elements
6 Basic concepts

. . . 2 hours

7 Rules of perspective

. . . 4 hours

8 One-point perspective

. . . 6 hours

9 Two-point perspective

. . . 6 hours

10 Three-point perspective

. . . 4 hours

11 Reflection/Mirroring

. . . 4 hours

12 Solid shape shadows

. . . 4 hours
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Perspective today
13 Anamorphic perspective, street, and other perspectives

. . . 4 hours

Projects
14 Designing projects

. . . 8 hours

15 Presentation of projects

. . . 4 hours

16 Evaluation of student projects

. . . 2 hours

Appendix
17 Fundamental Basic Euclidean constructions, some planimetric theorems,
mapping/transformations (translation, rotation, homothety)
. . . 4 hours
11.2 Contents and the number of hours for teaching Monge’s representation and axonometry
Monge’s procedure and axonometry should be taught for 60 hours in the second
school year. An additional four hours should be provided for students who require
additional tutoring. The content and the proposed number of hours for teaching
Monge’s procedure and axonometry in the second year is given below.

Introduction to Monge’s presentation and axonometry
1 Sketchpad alphabet and construction of geometric figures

. . . 2 hours

2 Stereometry alphabet

. . . 2 hours

3 Introduction: historical insights, incentives, painters and
origins

. . . 1 hours

4 About projecting: central and parallel projection; affinity
and the conic as an image of a circle

. . . 1 hours

Monge’s procedure
5 Two picture protocol: top view and front view

. . . 2 hours

6 Three picture protocol: top view and front view, and side view

. . . 2 hours

7 Solid shape displaying

. . . 3 hours

8 Solid shape intersection

. . . 3 hours

9 Solid shape shadows

. . . 3 hours

11 Number of Hours
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Axonometry
10 Two picture protocol: top view and front view

. . . 3 hours

11 Three picture protocol: top view, front view, and side view

. . . 3 hours

12 Solid shape displaying

. . . 4 hours

13 The intersection of surfaces

. . . 4 hours

14 Solid shape shadows

. . . 4 hours

Dynamic descriptive geometry
15 Two picture protocol: top view and front view

. . . 1 hours

16 Three picture protocol: top view, front view, and side view

. . . 1 hours

17 Solid shape displaying

. . . 4 hours

18 The intersection of surfaces

. . . 4 hours

19 Solid shape shadow

. . . 4 hours

20 Surfaces

. . . 2 hours

21 Solving tasks

. . . 10 hours

Projects
22 Designing projects

. . . 4 hours

23 Presentation of projects

. . . 2 hours

24 Evaluation of student projects

. . . 1 hours

Appendix
25 Fundamental Basic Euclidean constructions, some planimetrics theorems,
mapping/transformations (translation, rotation, homothety)
. . . 4 hours
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12 Outcomes
We have already mentioned that this book and its accompanying materials are based
on years of teaching experience in the 5th Gymnasium, and that the Project IPAQ
Peta is based on European recommendations. It is part of a wider process of modernization of the educational system in line with the objectives of the Croatian Qualifications Framework, the National Curriculum Framework for Preschool Education,
General Compulsory and Secondary Education.
The goal is to modernize the existing, and develop an advanced, descriptive geometry curriculum based on learning outcomes. Article 28, Section (4) of the Croatian
Qualifications Framework Register1 states:
”The set of learning outcomes contain the following elements:
...
3. the name of the learning outcomes;
4. the CQF level of the learning outcomes;
5. the scope of the learning outcomes;
6. list of learning outcomes;
7. the conditions for achieving the learning outcomes;
...
10. the procedure and examples of evaluation of all learning outcomes within the
proposed set.”
Here, we propose suggestions for achieving the learning outcomes of descriptive
geometry concerning:
a) Perspective,
b) Monge’s procedure and axonometry.
Any suggestions for improvement, will be carefully considered and reasonably accepted (or not).
Outcomes, and everything else in this curriculum, are subject to permanent reevaluation in order to obtain a more acceptable and high-quality facultative program.

1

Croatian Qualifications Framework published in the National Gazette No. 62/2014 on May 22,
2014
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry
Perspective

Teaching
unit/topic

Introduction to perspective
Introduction to DGS; introduction to stereometry; introduction: historical notes; about projecting: central and parallel
projection; affinity; Desargues’ theorem: the conic as an image of a circle)

Suggested
number
of
teaching
hours

12 (4+4+2+1+1)

Goal

Acquire and define basic terms

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Use the basic tools of the dynamic geometry software
(DGS)
2. Show a complex solid in oblique projection using top view,
front view and side view
3. Draw a top view, front view and side view of a complex
geometrical solid shown in oblique projection
4. Distinguish between perspective pictures according to art
periods in visual arts
5. Distinguish between central and parallel projection
6. Draw an ellipse as an affine image of a circle

Requirements Computer science classroom
for teaching
Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Use the basic tools of DGS
Divide a given line segment into five equal parts.
Draw a circumscribed square of a circle.
2. Show a complex solid in oblique projection using
top view, front view and side view
Using the given top view, front view, and side view, draw
an oblique projection of a regular octahedron.
3. Draw the top view, front view and side view of a
complex geometrical solid shown in oblique projection
Draw the top view, front view and side view of a complex
polyhedron shown in oblique projection.
4. Distinguish between perspective pictures according to art periods in visual arts
List the main differences of depicting space in Renaissance
and Baroque.
5. Distinguish between central and parallel projection
Determine (if there is one) the center of projection of a polygon on a plane parallel to the plane of the polygon.
6. Draw an ellipse as an affine image of a circle
Insert an ellipse in a given parallelogram.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry
Perspective

Teaching
unit/topic

Basic terms

Suggested
number
teaching
hours

2
of

Goal

Name the basic terms of perspective and describe the percieved
regularities

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Describe the origin of a perspective image of an object in a
horizontal or a vertical plane
2. Show the horizon and the vanishing points on a given artistic
painting
3. Determine the distance points on the horizon
4. Explain what is an optical/distance cone and how it is determined
5. Examine how the angle between a line and the picture plane
affects the position of the vanishing point on the horizon

Requirements
for teaching

Computer science classroom

Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Describe the origin of a perspective image of an object
in a horizontal or a vertical plane
Describe how the changing of the height of the painter, or his
distance from the canvas affects the perspective image of an
object in the horizontal plane.
2. Show the horizon and the vanishing points on a
painting
Look for inaccuracies in the presentation of the real world in the
following painting: Maurice Utrillo: La passage
3. Determine the position of distance points on the
horizon
Determine the position of distance points on the horizon.
4. Explain what is an optical/distance cone and how it is
determined
Describe what the increase of volume of an optical/distance cone
depends on.
5. Examine how the angle between a line and the picture
plane affects the position of the vanishing point on the
horizon
In what position, in relation to the picture plane,
are the lines whose perspective images remain
parallel line or lines that
have a vanishing point on
the horizon?
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry
Perspective

Teaching
unit/topic

Perspective rules

Suggested
number
teaching
hours

4
of

Goal

Note the perspective rules while drawing perspective images of
geometric shapes and solids.

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Draw a perspective image of a square located in the horizontal
plane and parallel to the perspective base
2. Determine the true length of a line segment located in the
horizontal plane and given by its perspective image
3. Determine the true length of a line segment that is vertical in
relation to the horizontal plane and given by its perspective image
4. Draw a perspective image of a complex geometric solid parallel
to the perspective base
5. Draw a perspective image of a circle

Requirements
for teaching

Computer science classroom

Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Draw a perspective image of a square located in the
horizontal plane and parallel to the perspective base
State and explain what rules you used in determining the perspective image of a square located in the horizontal plane and parallel
to the base.
2. Determine the true length of a line segment located in
the horizontal plane and given by its perspective image
Study the given DGS template and find out whether the true
length of a line segment, parallel with the base and located in the
horizontal plane, is changed by choosing a random vanishing point
on the horizon.
3. Determine the true length of a line segment that is
vertical in relation to the horizontal plane and given by
its perspective image
Draw the perspective images of four equidistant light pillars if
their true length and distance from each other is given.
4. Draw a perspective image of a complex geometric solid
parallel to the perspective base
Draw a perspective image of a chair according to a given template.
5. Draw a perspective image of a circle
Explain whether it is necessary to draw a tangential square when
constructing a perspective image of a circle.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry
Perspective

Teaching
unit/topic

One-point perspective

Suggested
number
of
teaching
hours

6

Goal

Using one-point perspective, draw a perspective image of a
geometric shape and solid

Level

5

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Determine the true length of a line segment given by its
projection
2. Draw a perspective image of a polygon in the horizontal
plane using one-point perspective.
3. Draw a perspective image of a solid whose base is in the
horizontal plane using one-point perspective
4. Draw a perspective image of a geometric solid
5. Draw a perspective image of an imagined exterior and
interior

Requirements Computer science classroom
for teaching
Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Determine the true length of a line segment given
by its projection
Calculate the perimeter of a square located in the horizontal
plane if its perspective image is given.
2. Draw a perspective image of a polygon in the horizontal plane using one-point perspective
Draw a perspective image of a hexagon in the horizontal
plane.
3. Draw a perspective image of a solid whose base
is lying in the horizontal plane by using one-point
perspective
Draw a perspective image of a three-sided prism whose base
is in the horizontal plane.
4. Draw a perspective image of a geometric solid
Draw a perspective image of a four-sided prism with the
base in the horizontal plane viewed frontally.
5. Draw a perspective image of an imagined exterior
and interior
Draw a perspective image of an imagined room you are in.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry
Perspective

Teaching
unit/topic

One -point and two-point perspective

Suggested
number
of
teaching
hours

10 (6+4)

Goal

Using one and two-point perspective, draw a perspective image of a geometric shape and solid.

Level

5

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Distinguish between one-point and two-point perspective
2. Distinguish between two-point and three-point perspective
3. Draw a perspective image of an object with a given top
and front view using two-point perspective
4. Draw a perspective image of an object with a given top
and front view using three-point perspective
5. Draw a perspective image of an imagined object in a chosen perspective

Requirements Computer science classroom
for teaching
(Continued on next page)

12 Outcomes

Examples
of tests and
evaluations
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1. Distinguish between one-point and two-point perspective
Explain the difference between one-point and two-point perspective.
2. Distinguish between two-point and three-point
perspective
Determine which type of perspective each of the photographs
belong to.

3. Draw a perspective image of an object with a given
top and front view using two-point perspective
Draw a perspective image of a cube viewed from a given
angle.
4. Draw a perspective image of an object with a given
top and front view using three-point perspective
Draw a perspective image of a cube viewed from above.
5. Draw a perspective image of an imagined object
in a chosen perspective
Draw a perspective image of an imagined house in a chosen
perspective.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry
Perspective

Teaching
unit/topic

Reflection and solid shadows

Suggested
number
of
teaching
hours

8 (4+4)

Goal

Draw a mirror image of a solid and its shadow on a projection plane (horizontal, frontal, side view or oblique)

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Draw an image of a geometric solid in a horizontal mirror
2. Draw an image of a geometric shape in a vertical frontal
mirror
3. Draw an image of a geometric shape in a vertical side view
mirror
4. Draw the shadow of a solid on a horizontal plane
5. Draw the shadow of a solid on a vertical plane

Requirements Computer science classroom
for teaching
Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Draw an image of a geometric solid in a horizontal
mirror
Draw a mirror image of a cuboid in a horizontal mirror.
2. Draw an image of a geometric shape in a vertical
frontal mirror
Draw a mirror image of a cuboid in a vertical frontal mirror.
3. Draw an image of a geometric shape in a vertical
side view mirror
Draw a mirror image of a cuboid in a vertical side view
mirror.
4. Draw the shadow of a solid on a horizontal plane
Draw the shadow of a cuboid on a horizontal plane.
5. Draw the shadow of a solid on a vertical plane
Draw the shadow of a cuboid on a vertical plane.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry
Perspective

Teaching
unit/topic

Anamorphic, street and other perspectives

Suggested
number
teaching
hours

4
of

Goal

Describe and distinguish the characteristics of anamorphic, street
and other perspectives

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Explain how an anamorphic image is created
2. Describe the historical development of anamorphic perspective
3. Distinguish between anamorphic. street and other perspectives
4. Recognize the use of anamorphic, street and other perspectives
in art and everyday life
5. Draw an anamorphic image

Requirements
for teaching

Computer science classroom

Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Explain how an anamorphic image is created
Explain why an anamorphic image is distorted.
2. Describe the historical development of anamorphic perspective
When did anamorphic painting appear and how has it developed
to this day?
3. Distinguish between the anamorphic, street and other
perspectives
What is the difference between anamorphic and thermospheric
perspective?
4. Recognize the use of anamorphic, street and other perspectives
Explain why the billboards on the side of the highway are placed
under a certain angle.
5. Draw an anamorphic image
Draw an anamorphic image.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry
Perspective

Teaching
unit/topic

Making and presenting projects

Suggested
number
teaching
hours

12 (8+4)
of

Goal

Make and present a project on a given subject

Level

5

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Design a project on a given topic
2. Plan project stages and the time needed for its realization
3. Anticipate possible difficulties in project realization
4. Complete the planned project
5. Present the content and the result of the project
6. Comment on the problems encountered in project realization

Requirements
for teaching

Computer science classroom

Examples
of tests and
evaluations

The student chooses one of the following projects:
• Analysis of an artistic painting;
• Drawing of an ”impossible” three-dimensional shape;
• Drawing of an interior (with shadows);
• Drawing of an exterior (with shadows);
• Making a street art painting;
• Analysis and drawing of an example of an advertisement
lying on the ground;
• Drawing of an anamorphic painting;
• Analysis of a Marvel comic and the making of one such
picture.
After choosing a topic, the student will plan the stages of the
project and the time needed for its realization. The student is expected to keep notes during the making of the project, to think
about possible difficulties in realization and offer adequate solutions.
After realizing the project, the student will present it using the
DGS file in which the work has been done. In the presentation, the
student should state the motivation in choosing the topic and describe all the stages of the making of the project in detail, as well
as the problems encountered during its realization. The student
is expected to describe the key steps in drawing/constructing of a
geometrical shape/solid and list which tools and transformations
were used in the DGS. If there are action buttons in the presentation, their role, or what happens when a certain button is clicked
has to be described.
Finally, the student will comment whether he/she would change
anything, do something differently or whether he/she didn’t have
enough time do something, as well as make suggestions in order
to improve the work.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry:
Monge’s Procedure and Axonometry

Teaching
unit/topic

Introduction to Monge’s Procedure and Axonometry
(Alphabet of DGS and geometric figures design; introduction: historical hints, incentives, painters; about projecting:
central and parallel projection; affinity; the conic as an image of a circle)

Suggested
number
of
teaching
hours

6 (2+2+1+1)

Goal

Using Dynamic Geometry Software (DGS) to adopt the fundamental concepts of descriptive geometry

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Use the basic tools of dynamic geometry software
2. Determine the piercing point of a line and a plane
3. Determine the intersection of two planes
4. Give some examples of using parallel projection through
history
5. Differentiate between central and parallel projection
6. Draw an ellipse as the affinne image of a circle

Requirements Computer science classroom
for teaching
Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Use the DSG basic tools
Construct ”classically” and by using an equilateral triangle
transformation.
2. Determine the piercing point of a line and a plane
Draw the piercing point of a line determined by points A
and B with the plane π.
3. Determine the intersection of two planes
Draw the intersection of two planes given by their traces.
4. Give some examples of using parallel projection
through history
List some examples of using parallel projection in art history.
5. Differentiate between central and parallel projection
Determine (if it exists) a center of projection of a polygon
on a plane parallel to the plane of the polygon.
6. Draw an ellipse as the affine image of a circle
In a given parallelogram inscribe an ellipse.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry:
Monge’s Procedure and Axonometry

Teaching
unit/topic

Monge’s procedure: two picture protocol: top view, front view;
three picture protocol: top view, front view, side view

Suggested
number
teaching
hours

4 (2+2)
of

Goal

Solve easier tasks by using Monge’s two picture protocol and three
picture protocol

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Draw the top view and front view of a point in a plane
2. Determine the true length of a segment from a given projection
3. Determine the piercing points and the inclination angles of a
line with the projection plane
4. Determine the intersections of two planes and a plane and a
line in a two picture preview
5. Explain why a side view plane or the third plane of projection
is introduced
6. Draw a segment projection in a three picture preview
7. Determine the distance of a point from a line using the side
view

Requirements
for teaching

Computer science classroom

Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Draw the top view and front view of a point in a plane
Draw the top view and a front view of a point A(3, 2, 1).
2. Determine the true length of a segment from the given
projection
Use the given segment projection to determine its true size.
3. Determine the piercing points and the inclination angles of a line with a projection plane
Construct the angles of inclination of line p if
p = AB[A(2, 4, 1), B(5, 3, 4)].
4. Determine the intersections of two planes and a plane
and a line in a two picture preview
Two intersection planes Σ and ∆ are given. Determine their intersection line p.
5. Explain why a side view plane or the third plane of
projection is introduced
Explain and exemplify why a two picture process of displaying
objects is not always unambiguous.
6. Draw a segment projection in a three picture preview
Show point A(A0 , A00 , A000 ) in a three picture preview.
7. Determine the distance of a point from a line using the
side view
Determine the distance of a point A(A0 , A00 ) from line p(p0 , p00 ).
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12 Outcomes

Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry:
Monge’s Procedure and Axonometry

Teaching
unit/topic

Monge’s procedure; solid shape representation, penetrations and
solid shape shadows

Suggested
number
teaching
hours

9 (3+3+3)
of

Goal

Draw geometric solids, penetrations and solid shape shadows using
Monge’s procedure

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Draw a geometric solid top view, front view, and side view
2. Draw solid shape projection from a given top view, front view,
and side view
3. Construct the piercing point of a line and a plane, and a line
and a geometric solid
4. Construct a plane and a geometric solid intersection
5. Draw parallel and central shadow, and self-shadow of a geometric solid

Requirements
for teaching

Computer science classroom

Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Draw a geometric solid top view, front view, and side
view
Draw the top view, front view, and side view of a vertical circular
cylinder.
2. Draw a solid shape projection from a given top view,
front view, and side view
Draw the solid shape projections to which a circle, a triangle and
a square are a top view, front view and side view, respectively.
3. Construct the piercing point of a line and a geometric
solid
Construct the piercing point of a line and a vertical circular cylinder with a base in the top view plane.
4. Construct a plane and a geometric solid intersection
Construct the intersection contour of a plane and a vertical circular cone with a base in the top view plane.
5. Draw parallel and central shadow, and self-shadow of
a geometric solid
Draw the parallel shadow and the self-shadow of a vertical circular
cone with a base in the top view plane.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry:
Monge’s Procedure and Axonometry

Teaching
unit/topic

Axonometry: two picture and three picture protocol

Suggested
number
of
teaching
hours

6 (3+3)

Goal

Draw an axonometric image of objects using the two picture
and tree picture protocol

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Draw an oblique projection of an object given by its top
view and front view
2. Draw an oblique projection of a geometric solid with a
base in the top view and front view plane
3. Explain how an axonometric image of an object is generated
4. Differentiate between special axonometric cases: oblique
projection, cavalier projection and military projection
5. Draw an axonometric image of the fundamental terms of
descriptive geometry

Requirements Computer science classroom
for teaching
Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Draw an oblique projection of an object given by
its top view and front view
Draw an oblique projection of the segment AB given by the
points A(A0 , A00) and B(B 0 , B 00 ).
2. Draw an oblique projection of a geometric solid
with a base in the top view and front view plane
Draw an oblique projection of a vertical circular cone with
a base in the top view plane.
3. Explain how an axonometric image of an object is
generated
Specify the differences between Monge’s procedure and axonometry.
4. Differentiate between special axonometric cases:
oblique projection, cavalier projection and military
projection
Explain the difference between cavalier and military projection.
5. Draw an axonometric image of the fundamental
terms of descriptive geometry
Draw an axonometric image of the piercing point of the line
p and the projection planes.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry:
Monge’s Procedure and Axonometry

Teaching
unit/topic

Monge’s procedure; solid shape representation, penetration
and solid shape shadows

Suggested
number
of
teaching
hours

12 (4+4+4)

Goal

Using the axonometric procedure to draw images of the geometric solid, penetrations and solid shape shadows

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Draw an axonometric image of a geometric solid
2. Draw an axonometric image of the piercing point of a line
and a geometric solid
3. Draw an axonometric image of the intersection of a line
and a geometric solid
4. Construct an axonometric image of the penetration contour between two geometric solids
5. Construct an oblique projection and a complex geometric
solid shadow

Requirements Computer science classroom
for teaching
Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Draw an axonometric image of a geometric solid
Draw an axonometric image of a vertical triangular pyramid.
2. Draw an axonometric image of the piercing point
of a line and geometric solid
Draw an axonometric image of the piercing point of a line
and a vertical triangular pyramid.
3. Draw an axonometric image of the intersection of
a plane and a geometric solid
Draw an axonometric image of the intersection of the plane
Σ and a vertical quadrilateral pyramid.
4. Construct an axonometric image of the penetration contour between two geometric solids
Construct an axonometric image of the piercing curve between two cones.
5. Construct an oblique projection and a complex
geometric solid shadow
Construct an oblique projection of the staircase in parallel
lightning.
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry:
Monge’s Procedure and Axonometry

Teaching
unit/topic

Dynamic descriptive geometry (two picture protocol, three
picture protocol, solid shape presentation, solid shape penetration, solid shape shadows, surfaces)

Suggested
number
of
teaching
hours

16 (1+1+4+4+4+2)

Goal

Use dynamic geometry software (DGS) to process dynamic
geometry content (using Monge’s and axonometric preview
simultaneously)

Level

5

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Draw an axonometric and Monge’s preview of an object
in space
2. Draw a geometric solid in the axonometric cube
3. Draw an axonometric image of the penetrating contour
between two geometric solids
4. Draw the shadow of a solid shape on the projection plane
or another solid shape in parallel and central lighting
5. Draw a surface given by the function of two variables

Requirements Computer science classroom
for teaching
Examples
of tests and
evaluations

1. Draw an axonometric and Monge’s preview of an
object in space
Draw an axonometric and Monge’s preview of a line in space.
2. Draw a geometric solid in the axonometric cube
Draw a vertical circular cone in the axonometric cube.
3. Draw an axonometric image of the penetrating
contour between two geometric solids
Draw an axonometric image of the penetrating contour between a ball and a cylinder.
4. Draw the shadow of a solid shape on the projection
plane or another solid shape in parallel and central
lighting
Draw the shadow that the axonometric cube casts on the
top view plane.
5. Draw a surface given by the function of two variables
Draw a sphere (the surface of a ball).
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Class
Teaching
subject

Descriptive Geometry:
Monge’s Procedure and Axonometry

Teaching
unit/topic

Design and project presentation

Suggested
number
teaching
hours

7 (4+2+1)
of

Goal

Design and present a project on a given subject

Level

4

Learning
outcomes
(5 do 10)

The student will:
1. Design a project on a given subject
2. Plan the project phases and the time needed for its realization
3. Anticipate possible difficulties in project implementation
4. Complete the planned project
5. Present the content and the result of the project
6. Comment on problems encountered in project realization

Requirements
for teaching

Computer science classroom

Examples
of tests and
evaluations

The student chooses one of the following projects:
• Analysis of an artistic painting;
• Drawing of an ”impossible” three-dimensional shape;
• Drawing of an interior (with shadows);
• Making a street art painting;
• Analysis and drawing of an example of an advertisement
lying on the ground;
• Drawing of an anamorphic painting;
• Analysis of a Marvel comic and the making of one such
picture.
After selecting the topic, the student will plan the project design
phases and the time it takes for accomplishing it. It is expected
that the student will keep notes of the project’s design and to
deliberate possible difficulties in accomplishment and to offer adequate solutions.
Once the project is implemented, the student will present it using
the DGS file in which the work was done. The presentation should
include motivation when selecting the topic and detailing all the
stages of the project as well as the problems it has encountered in
accomplishment. It is expected that the student will describe the
key steps in drawing/constructing a geometric figure/solid and indicate which tools and transformations he used in DGS. If there
are action buttons in the presentation, he or she should describe
their role, that is, what happens by pressing a single button.
Finally, the student will comment on whether there is something
that would change, made otherwise, or because of time constraints,
he or she did not been able to do do and give suggestions for improvement.
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